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The April Fools’ Edition

For real coverage of the SGA Election please visit themontclarion.org

Take Me To The River

SGA
Goes
GOP
Jonatas Ferreira
Assistant News Editor

The reverse construction leaves room for a lazy river that culminates in a wave pool outside the NJ Transit deck.

Lindsay Rassmann
Managing Editor
After nearly a year of
campus-wide construction,
and with the end in sight,
all campus renovations

have been stopped to begin
a process called “reverse
construction.”
Karen “Lady” Pennington
announced to the student
body via Skype Tuesday that
the university has made the

decision to “immediately
stop all current construction and immediately begin
to reverse all construction
that has taken place over
the past year.”
This came as a surprise

to the many students who
had to trudge through dirty
patches of sidewalk and
roads to get to their classes.
A source close to PenRiver continued on Page 6.

Red
All Campus All the Time
Hawks
Are
Meant
To Fly
Jianna Hall
Staff Writer
After the Nicki Minaj
scam of 2011 that cost the
Student Government Association $27,000, Minaj has
decided to perform at Montclairfest this April.
In 2011, students camped
outside the Student Center
on air mattresses and in
sleeping bags at midnight
to assure they would have
tickets to see Nicki Minaj
perform at homecoming
They were severely distraught the next day when
Minaj retweeted to an excited MSU student, “what
is this I’m hearing about a
MSU concert? where and
when is this concert supposed to be? I feel so bad 4
ppl who were scammed.”
It was later discovered that
the SGA had paid a fraudulent company who claimed
to book Nicki Minaj performances. The university
launched a formal investigation and took legal action
Minaj continued on Page 5.

Misteak Free
Montclarion
News: 5

A student cries as she realizes that the only shuttle that will ever come is an all-campus shuttle.

Ethan T. Fria
News Editor
A heated Skype debate
ended Wednesday night in
a single, perhaps damning
declaration: All shuttles will
now be all-campus, sources
say.
This new rule took effect immediately. The other
letters have been removed
from the buses. Every shuttle conspicuously displays
the letter A on the side.

Emoticons on
Resumes
Feature: 9

Their LED signs, which
used to say, almost mockingly, “It’s warm in here!”
have changed. They now
read, “Let’s go everywhere!”
Students have responded in eerie nonchalance.
Reports say that all of the
shuttle complaints coming
from students have ceased,
halting
a
33-year-long
streak when complaints
were reported almost every
day.
Officials declare that stu-

Constructive
Cynicism
Opinion: 15

dents are more docile now
that the all-shuttle service,
or ASS, ordinance came into
effect.
“The students have been
rocked to sleep. When your
baby needs to sleep, you
drive them around. That’s
what they’re doing now —
driving babies around,”
a snarky bus driver exclaimed.
A few exceptions have
Shuttle continued on Page 5.

Lil’ Cupcak3$

A&E: 18

In a surprising outcome,
Sarah Palin, ex-Governor of
Alaska, has been elected as
president of MSU’s Student
Government
Association.
Students and faculty have
questioned the legitimacy of
Palin’s election despite the
fact that the former governor beat her two opponents
by a margin of over 10 percent.
Voting took place online
March 20 until March 27.
While there were several
positions being voted on,
the most important was the
president. The Student Government Association is a
nonprofit organization that
includes executive, legislative and judiciary branches.
Its elected members represent the students of MSU
and make important decisions such as those that effect student organizations.
After her contract with
Fox News ended, the former
governor and vice presidential hopeful seemed to be at
a dead end. However, after
realizing what she says is
an opportunity to make a
real difference in the lives
of students, Palin began
a somewhat obscure campaign that has led to her
latest electoral victory.
Palin ran on the platform of limited spending
and traditional values. She
has stated that some of her
main concerns will be to
help create classes that support “traditional values.”
Some classes that Palin
endorsed include “Introduction to Creationism,” “The
Values of Marriage” and
“The Merits of Free Trade.”
Palin has also stated that
she will use what influence
she has to fire English professor Grover Furr.
While many students are
excited for what they believe
will be an exciting change of
pace at MSU, others are uncertain about Palin’s legitimacy within the elections.
“She doesn’t even go here,”
said MSU student Ashley
Filomano.
MSU President Susan
Cole has her own opinions
about this dramatic change
of events.
“While I am happy to see
a female elected as president of SGA, I must question

Palin continued on Page 5.

Red Hawks
Come Crashing
Down
Sports: 21
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Pelican Police Report

On March 16

On March 22

On March 16

On March 18

On March 20

On March 24

Lori Wieczorek, 22, of Ridgewood,
was cited for disorderly conduct
in Sprague Library for rapping as
Lil Cupcak3$. She is scheduled to
appear in Little Falls Municipal
Court. (building #28)

Lindsay Rassmann, 22, of Brick,
was arrested for stealing cats from
the Animal Hospital on Valley Road.
She is scheduled to appear in Little
Falls Municipal Court.

Jonathan Molina, 20, of Parsippany, was cited for disorderly conduct in Williams Hall when found
placing a large stick inside dorm
rooms. He is scheduled to appear
in Little Falls Municipal Court.
(building #62)

Catherine Baxter, 19, of Toms River,
was arrested and charged with
disorderly conduct for imitating the
“Gallon Smash” prank while in the
C-Store. She is scheduled to appear
in Little Falls Municipal Court.
(building #40)

Monika Bujas, 19, of Ridgefield, was
arrested and cited with indecent
exposure in response to a student
complaint. The student claimed
that Bujas did not mind the hole in
the bathroom stall in Mallory Hall.
This matter is under investigation.
(buidling #36)

The entire staff of The Montclarion
was arrested for public intoxication
while drinking in the amphitheatre.
This edition was printed from inside
the University Police Department.

Anyone who has information regarding these incidents is urged to call the police
station from any campus phone at T-I-P-S (8477). All calls are strictly confidential.

World

News

Padraigh Gonzalez
Staff Writer

Local
•Police in Sussex County have painted
their police cruiser with camouflage in
order to arrest illegal hunters. However,
due to a great paint job, they have unintentionally lost their cars in the woods.
•A local man was charged with two counts
of disorderly conduct from wearing a
NickelbackT-shirt in public and singing
the lyrics from their newest album. Police
say the man resisted arrest in his arrest,
which had a significant effect on the judge,
who set his bail to $100,000.
•Police raided a weapons shop in
Upper Montclair and were surprised to
find weapons located in the store. This
was a move that surprised no one except
the police. It took a whole day to empty the
store of “evidence”. There was no search
warrant obtained.
•A recent study put out by Princeton
University showed that teenage
pregnancy dropped significantly after the
age of 20. There have also been many
supporting studies done to support this
idea. The study concluded that teenage
pregnancy ends after 20 years of age.
•The Edison Township City Council Board
is expressing concerns over why their
sewer system smells so terrible. There
have been two teams hired in order to get
to the bottom of this “mess.”

National
•Recently, the Mayor of Los Angeles told

the homeless to “go home” while on live
television. There is no news on whether
he understands the term “homeless.”

•Gay rights opponents, in a surprising

move, called the Supreme Court Judges
“gay” because they cannot procreate with
their spouses, citing that “This is what
makes you gay: The ability to not
procreate with your spouse.”

•Americans agree that both political

parties have ceased to stand up for their
rights. Most Americans are now
supporting the Pirate Party.
Americans in North Dakota and Idaho
are contemplating recalling their
governors in favor of someone in the
Pirate Party.
•Banks are again headed towards a

decline. The U.S. government has
declared that they are too big to fail. The
U.S. government promises to bail out
any bank on the verge of decline with
taxpayer money.
•Minimum-wage induced labor is

now considered slavery to the U.S.
government. The U.S. Congress is
implementing a bill to change minimum
wage laws.

International
•North Korea leader Kim Jong-un choked
this weekend on his own food. A
spokesman said, “He is in critical condition.”
This has caused the impending
confrontation between South Korea and
North Korea to become even more unstable.
•Iron Man 3 has been banned from playing
in theatres in Russia due to the “Iron
Patriot” having predominant screen time in
the movie. This has caused Russian
nationalist uproar.
•French president, Francois Hollande is
currently undergoing an existential crisis.
European leaders are concerned how this
will effect the current financial crisis. Hollande has refused to leave his office until he
figures out what “it all means”.
•Drones are now watching everyone. Plans
to create a “sky net” type of military
institution are underway by the
U.S. government.
•It has just been released that Pope Francis, before his papacy, lost his lung in a bong
incident.
•Australia is no longer considered “the land
down under,” after scientists discovered that
Antarctica is, in fact, under Australia.
Residents of Antarctica are happy
to finally be recognized for their
geographic location.

News
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In the last issue of the
Montclarion Mark Ludas
was misquoted. His name is
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit emet.

Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient
montes, nascetur ridiculus
mus.
Fusce blandit scelerisque arcu, eget viverra ligula
porttitor vel. Mauris eu sem
a nibh semper viverra. Vestibulum quis ipsum lorem. Ut
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justo, placerat ut eleifend ut,
fermentum id dolor.
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Donec vitae tincidunt lectus.
Suspendisse sit amet purus
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An Oscar Among Us 27th Letter !?
Lori Wieczorek
Editor-In-Chief

Kelly Potts
Staff Writer

The staff and students of
Montclair State University
have recently been informed
of the $1.5 million golden
statue being built in President Susan Cole’s honor. Until recently, no one was aware
of the funds or reasoning for
this enormous project, but
the shocking truth has finally been discovered.
Cole was asked by Stephen Spielberg to play the
role of MSU’s President back
in May 2006. She took on this
coveted position the following
semester in September 2007.
She has been acting as our
president for years, keeping
her role a secret from everyone.
George Juzdan, current
president of the Student Government Association, stated,
“I was shocked when I found
out that President Cole was
acting. She’s always been so
good at accomplishing things
as University President.”
The reason that Cole and
Spielberg kept this big secret
was for the sake of cinema.
The movie is about the life
of a college president and is
currently in theatres. The
film, So College, also features
many famous actors, including Zac Efron, Liam Hemsworth, Emma Roberts and
Selena Gomez.
Spielberg was trying to
go for the most natural approach and didn’t want staff
and students to feel uncomfortable if they knew their
president was really just acting. He also wanted to get the
full effect of a college experience portrayed in the production, so he felt this was the
best way to accomplish it.

Palin

Continued from page 1
whether or not Mrs. Palin is
appropriate for the position.”
Cole expressed concerns
over the new SGA President’s
age and place within the public eye. “This is likely to bring
MSU a lot of unwanted media attention,” Cole said.
After a brief interview, Palin expressed her joy in being
elected. “I believe this election has shown that America
is tired of Obama’s tax and
spending policies,” said Palin.
Palin is expected to lead
the SGA in much the same
way that she has led her political career: with courage
and boundless audacity.

On March 27, the Committee for Organized Words
(COW) announced that the
English language is officially
adding a 27th letter to the
dictionary.
This change was in response to 2,546 petitions
submitted to the committee,
citing the stagnation of the
English language as the reason for this addition.
The petitioners held a
rally in February proclaiming their intentions. 10,000
people attended the rally,
and riot police had to be
called after petitioners began
assaulting police with giant
cutout letters.
The unorthodox letter is
“!?” Not quite a letter, critics
have claimed, but it was the
only formulated combination
of symbols that modern keyboards would allow.
Petitioners claimed that
“!?” represents a sound that
can not be equated with any
one letter of the current alphabet.
Charles Oxford, a descendent of the Oxford University

Goooooold!

Spielberg immediately
knew that Cole would be a
great fit for this role and had
no trouble getting her on
board with the movie. MSU
was the chosen college because Spielberg had a feeling
the staff and student body
would not be the least bit
suspicious, hoping they’d remain gullible and oblivious.
Cole fooled all of us, including Dr. Pennington, who
said, “Cole played the part so
well that I never would have
guessed she wasn’t the real
President! She deserves a
life-size statue for that performance!”
The Academy of Motion
Pictures, Arts and Sciences
is recognizing Cole with not
only an Oscar for her perfor-

Shuttle

mance, but also a life-size
golden statue of herself that
will be on display on campus
within the week.
The statue, made out of 18
carat gold and diamonds, will
be placed inbetween University and Dickson Hall. It is
expected to be finished by
the end of the spring semester since everyone involved is
so excited to complete it.
Cole says, “I was so happy
to get the chance to work on
this movie, and honored to
have the statue built. I sure
fooled everyone at Montclair!”
Cole was informed of her
honorary statue at the Oscar
award ceremony this past
February. She was relieved
A child learns to write the 27th letter.
to finally reveal her secret.

Continued from page 1

given strange feedback. Brad
Fergusson, super senior interpretive dance major and
avid bus watcher, said, “I’m
really just worried that there
will be too many buses to
watch now. With all these
buses on the same route, all
these students don’t have to
wait for a particular bus, so
can they be everywhere?”
Some students, on the
other hand, are absolutely
grateful. “I like this. Why
not?” said Bradley Cooper, an
open-minded junior in printmaking who plans to have a
fruitful career in print-making. He continued, “I used to
go to Rutgers and they only
had one shuttle per building.

New SGA President strolls around campus with Rocky.

This is an improvement.”
“My one concern is that,
wouldn’t that take longer to
get all the shuttles around
campus? Wouldn’t that cause
more students to be late?”
said Chantal Fredicks, a
sophomore dance major and
shuttle-bus enthusiast. Students like Fredicks are not
alone in their confusion.
After the long discussion
via webcam, the Campus
Security Grand Chancellor
was furious with the shape of
campus shuttles. “The trunk
compartment of the last
[shuttle] I was in exploded.
Once the flames had spread
among the back two seating rows, the driver got up,
turned around, grinned and
proceeded to run off the bus.
Meanwhile, flames threatened to envelope everyone on
the bus, me included. It’s bad,
folks,” said the Chancellor.
The decision was made
quickly. The Montclair State
University Advisory Council
voted unanimously in favor
of all shuttles becoming allcampus shuttles. They believed the shuttle services
on campus didn’t have much
mobility, catering to those
living in Sinatra, The Village
and also those commuting.
“Gosh darn, damn it! If I
want to hop on a shuttle in
Lot 60 and take it all the
way to Red Hawk Deck, I
will! Most of the time, I get
quickly from University Hall
to the Village. It’s a load of
you-know-what,” the Lord of
MSUAC stated.
Faculty, students, family, friends and enemies are
invited to the burning of the
old shuttle bus letters. V, H,
T, R and S will be set ablaze
in Lot 60 on April 1. Students
are encouraged to bring alcohol and tissues — it will be a
sad, sad day.

Press, said, “This addition is
going to cost us a fortune,
truly an egregious error by
the COW.”
COW does not regret their
decision. “Have you seen
Vampire’s Kiss? Nicolas Cage
predicted this letter in his
explanation of the alphabet
to his secretary in the film,”
said COW representative
James Wordsley.
He continued, “With Hollywood representation like
that, we all knew that this
would be the right decision.”
Webster feels the same
way as Charles Oxford. The
dictionary refuses to honor
the addition and may face legal allegations pending their
resistance.
For clarification, COW issued a statement: “We feel
that ‘!?’ is our contribution to
the English language, similar
to how Shakespeare invented
the word “bedroom” and the
way that “thou” has changed
to you. Language is always
changing, and we want to
contribute to that.”
This is a monumental moment for the English language. President Obama has
yet to comment on the addition.

themontclarion.org
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River

Continued from page 1
nington said that the decision came after members of
the Board of Trustees and
other university staff agreed
that a “lazy river” would be
the ideal way for students to
get to and from class. A private research firm found in
a study conducted for Montclair State that lazy river
transportation cuts down on
the time needed in between
classes. Additionally, the
survey found that students
were 2 percent happier when
provided with the alternate
source of transportation.
What makes this lazy river
special to Montclair State is
the speed at which the river
moves. Despite being called a
“lazy river,” this river will be
anything but that, moving at
speeds comparable to white
water rapids.
After installation of the
lazy river is complete, students will have approximately 5 less minutes to get from
one class to the other.
In response to the lazy
river announcement, newly
re-elected SGA President
George Juzdan said, “I can’t
wait. Most students love the
summer, so this is the perfect
solution to make the campus

feel like summertime all the
time.”
Students interested in
traveling this way from class
to class can register with the
university to receive gym
credits needed for graduation
by utilizing the river system.
Pulling up the pipes that
were laid for the CHCP plant
provides the perfect campuswide location for the lazy
river. The river culminates
in a wave pool located across
from the NJ Transit Deck
across from The Village. A
slide from the third floor of
the Transit Deck provides a
speedy entrance to the river
system.
After the initial installation
around the main campus,
sources say the lazy river
could eventually replace
shuttles in transporting students from residence halls
and parking lots to classes.
A fee of $45 will be charged
to all students’ accounts and
will provide adequate maintenance, staff and inflatable
tubes (or ice skates for the
winter) for students wishing
to take part in this exciting
new university venture.

Minaj

Continued from page 1
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Misteak Free, Hurray!

The staff of the Montclarion has party hatz!

Catherine Baxter
News Editor
The Montclorian staff is extremely excited to announce
a straight eighty 5 years of a
mistake free paper, Throughout the various production
issues and deadlines, they
have still managed to work
through the difficulties of
ever making a mistake in
any article ever
‘I am so happy that they
are finally getting recognized
for this”, said Murk Ludas,
avid member of the DSD who
is frequently featured in The
Montclurian, ‘They always
spell every name correctly
and get all of they’re facts
and spelling correct, I have
never been misspelled in this
paper ever,’
In honor of this honor, The
Montclerian staff would like
to welcome the entire student
body, all 18000 of students on
campus, to celebrate in their

office in the SC Annex on
April 1st. 2031, The celebration will be kicked off by Jeorge Judzan, SGA President
“The SGA are honoring The
Montclirian by presenting
them with a golden dictionary” said Juzdan ‘We figured
we didn’t need to give them
an actual dictionary since
they never make mistakes, so
we just made a golden one’
Aside from students and
the SGA, Presidents Susan
Cole and Barack Obama
will also be in attendance to
award the staff, Cole is so excited for this achievement.
‘ This is something that has
been coming to the staff for a
while” said Cole
“It’s been eighty fiv years
since I’ve had to mark the paper with red pen, it helps me
save so much ink’
One of the guests of honor
at this event will be Copy
Editor Nicholas Taylor, This

achievement is due to his
hearty corrections and ability to mold the staff into
perfect journalists who don’t
need to have their articles
edited at all, This honor verifies that Taylor is now able to
spend less time on correcting
articles and more time doing
homework and watching ‘The
Hunckback of Notre Dame”
on Blue ray.
The Montclyrian staff
thanks the student body for
their patronage to the paper and would like to inform
them that since it has been
eighty 5 years since it has
had use, the corrections section of the paper will no longer be printed
Taylor also leaves these
words of wisdom for these aspiring copy editors and those
who want to go eighty 5 years
without making a mistake:

Meet with Faculty and Students about Public Health Degrees and Careers

The

UMDNJ*
School of Public Health

Through our three campuses and
eight departments, your education
opportunities are plentiful.

Invites you to our

OPEN HOUSE
April 6, 2013

• Piscataway/New Brunswick Campus
• Stratford/Camden Campus
• Newark Campus
•
•
•
•

Minaj enjoys spending her extra time eating at the Red Hawk Diner.

on this. Texts flooded the student body as news spread of
the scam and students were
offered a replacement ticket
to see Fabulous, which senior
Ryan Fisher said, “is not the
same.”
Dr. Susan Cole was looking for a way to boost morale
among the Red Hawk community. “I understand that
all of the construction inconveniences, bomb scares, hate
crimes and geese have made
students upset.”
After seeing limited enthusiasm when Meek Mill
was announced to perform
at this year’s Montclairfest,
she assumed students were
still skeptical about it being true.“Meek Mill is really
coming, but I guess no one
will feel better until there’s
‘Superbass’ keeping our Little Falls neighbors awake,”
says Cole, who is a fan of Minaj’s work.
It was reported by police
that Dr. Cole waited for Minaj inside her tour bus while
she was performing at the
Barclays Center earlier this
month. When Minaj returned
to the vehicle, she was frightened by the unexpected intruder. She said, “I was so
scared that, that crazy (ex-

pletive) Mariah was coming
for me.”
After a slight physical altercation, the pair calmed
down and Dr. Cole discussed
the possibility of a performance at Montclair State,
saying, “I got big bucks and
I cannot lie.” She intends on
paying for the show by cutting funding from the campus-wide construction project
under the justification that
she is “unsure of what they
have been working on all this
time.”
Minaj accepted the offer
under the condition that she
could also be given an honorary degree in music performance because she promised
her grandmother, who raised
her, that she would be the
first to graduate college in
her family. It was decided
that was not a difficult request to grant. She will be
walking at commencement
and is very excited to be considered a member of the class
of 2013.
The performance will take
place on April 20 on the top
floor of CarParc Diem. Tickets will be available starting
April 1 at 8:00 a.m. Tickets
are $ 15 for MSU students,
and $ 25 for guests.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Biostatistics
Dental Public Health
Epidemiology
Environmental and Occupational
Health
Health Education and Behavioral
Science
Health Systems and Policy
Quantitative Methods: Epidemiology
and Biostatistics
Urban Health Administration
Post Baccalaureate Certificates
Master in Public Health (MPH)
Master of Science (MS) in Biostatistics
Doctor of Public Health (DrPH)
Doctor of Philosophy (PhD)
Dual Degree Options Also Available

11:00am-2:00pm
683 Hoes Lane West,
1st Floor Atrium
Piscataway, NJ 08854

Take Your Passion and
Enthusiasm for
Protecting and
Improving the Lives
and Well-Being of
Communities to the
Next Level
Make a Difference With
a Graduate Degree or
Certificate in
Public Health

Scheduled Activities:
• 11:00am Meet with faculty and students
• 12:00pm Lunch and Academic Showcase
• 12:45pm Meet with faculty and students
So set aside some time to come visit and see what makes
UMDNJ-School of Public Health your study place.
*Per the “New Jersey Medical and Health Sciences Education Restructuring Act,” the School of Public Health is
expected to join Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey effective July 1, 2013 or soon thereafter.

For More Information and to RSVP, call 732-235-9700 or email sphinfo@umdnj.edu

sph.umdnj.edu • facebook.com/sph.umdnj
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REGISTER TODAY!
Visit WESS for course
schedule and details*

SUMMER 2013 TUITION
REDUCED*
for all undergraduate courses
Undergraduate
3 credits: $935
6 credits: $1790
9 credits: $2590
Graduate - 3 Credits
NJ Resident: $1850.31
Non-Resident: $2717.73

9 SESSIONS
E A R N U P TO
15 C R E D I T S

75 COURSES

FUlFIll a GenEd

FREE

PARKING**

summer@montclair.edu
973-655-4352
347 College Hall
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What’s Trending?
High-End Campus Fashion

Women’s Fashion
Denise Potter
Staff Writer

Photo courtesy of millionlooks.com
Photo courtesy of millionlooks.com

Thus, I give you the
most stylish solution: cut-off
shorts and Ugg boots. The combination is classic. Who can
say no to a pair of jean shorts?
Whether frayed or tie-dye,
daisy-dukes or cargo, you’ll be
looking springtime fine while
bearing your long, lovely legs.
Rocking your favorite trusty
footwear will literally never
feel better as you prove you’re
eternally between seasons. So
chic!

Photo courtesy of skinnytees.com

But hey, for some of
us, jean shorts just aren’t it.
Front pockets, back pockets,
that confusing zipper and
button combo in the front,
it can get to be an inconvenience all too quickly. So, designed with you in mind, is
the trusty yoga pant.
No buttoning, zipping or even stretching to fit
into, the yoga pant will be
both a comfortable and classy
look. You can pair them with
running shoes when you’re
ready to get your sweat session on or simply pair them
with boots to send your classmates into awe-inspired admiration. Don’t even bother
changing in between. No one
is judging you.

As far as tops go, keep
it simple. There’s no better
way to say “I’m fabulous” than
to sport your favorite high
school sweatshirt! If you dig
deep enough in your closet,
you may even hit the jackpot
with a party favor sweatshirt
from a Sweet 16 celebration.
You won’t have to say
a thing since we’ll all know
you “went wild” at so-and-so’s
Sweet 16 in 2008. You’ll leave
class feeling like the it-girl of
the century, or at least the last
five years. Now, that’s how you
do vintage right.

Photo courtesy of ugg.com

Photo courtesy of ondemastor.com

Photo courtesy of eonline.com

Photo courtesy of cafepress.com

Sure, the newest
runway fashion is great
and all, and you swore
you’d practically give your
first born child up for a pair
of Louboutins, but if you
want to know what’s really
trending this month, look
around your darling campus. It’s there that you will
find an indefinite supply
of the hottest couture for
spring.
The weather will
be warming up in a matter of weeks and you’ve
got to assimilate to this
ASAP. But the cool spring
temperatures by no means
guarantee flip-flop-friendly
conditions, especially in
über-cold Montclair where
the wind is not predicted,
but guaranteed.
So, what’s a girl to
do? Walk the terrain with,
dare I say, cold feet? We
fashionistas of the world
don’t believe in cold feet
metaphorically or physically, that’s for sure.

As for your hair, it’s
time to go big. Bring back
the 80s by pulling your
crimpers and curling irons
from the moth balls. Say
yes to Aerosol and heck yes
to scrunchies (preferably
in bright colors) after you
tease those long luscious
locks into shape.
Volume has never
been more in, so put your
hair-tying skills to good use
and rock the effortless beehive bun look. The higher
up on your head, the better. Sure, you may block
that poor guy behind you
from seeing the whiteboard
in your night class, but
at least you’ll have added
four inches to your height.
Score.
As always, make
these fashion tips your own
by adding your own flair
such as bandanas, temporary tattoos and fanny
packs. They’re all in this
season. Until next time,
stay fabulous!

Men’s Fashion
Jonathan Michael Molina
Asst. Arts Editor

Photo courtesy of stylishlyhis.com

Photo courtesy of stylishlyhis.com

“Lookin’ like a fool wit’
‘cho pants on the ground!” Little did they know, saggy pants
have become the hottest trend
along with basketball shorts,
flip-flops and hi-top sneakers
this spring.
This recent male renaissance came to fruition during the winter, as men across
the country banded together
and demanded that they be allowed in public straight out of
bed to the red carpet, free of
judgment. Now, designers such
as Armani, Gucci and Thom
Browne have been hastily designing extremely overpriced
jeans and shorts that have
their branding as the only defining characteristic.
These swishy jeans
highlight the perfect amount
of male butt while maintaining
the modesty that has eluded
them before. The draping fabric also covers the male silhouette into the perfect indistinguishable blob that has defined

Photo courtesy of stylishlyhis.com

Spring 2013. Complimenting
these groundbreaking designs
are long, swishy nylon shorts
that aren’t quite short but
aren’t too long. These shorts
are this era’s “man-pris,” allowing modesty, because God forbid if anything above the knee
is shown.
To compliment these
two staple pieces, men should
look into flip-flops and hi-top
Nike sneakers with colors that
are so bright that the late Ray
Charles would have put on a
second pair of sunglasses. Flipflops with large gaudy labels
are in high demand as well as
the 6000th reissue of Air Jordans with soles made out of
mini-aquariums.
Highlighted brands for
this season are Ed Hardy, Affliction and Tapout. The era
of slim-fit pants, oxford collar
shirts and wingtip shoes are
swiftly coming to an end. If any
of you guys want to keep up with
the times, now is the time.

Photo courtesy of macys.com

Photo courtesy of airjordan.com
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Emoticons on Resumés

Tricks to Make Your Resumé Stand Out
Dana Baardsen
Staff Writer

With constant battling in the competitive job
market, it’s more important
now than ever to stay on top
of building the perfect resumé. Now, it’s easier than ever
to connect with potential employers by sending electronic
resumés or personal website
links via e-mail.
There’s a lot that
goes into building an online

While it may not be
appropriate to include emoticons on a resumé when applying for a finance job, emoticons
are being used prominently in
resumés sent out to jobs relating to the fields of human
resources, psychology, art,
graphic design, broadcasting,
journalism and teaching.
Emoticons are not for
everyone and they are not to

resumé. There seems to be a
lot of confusion as to what is
appropriate to include and
what is not. Should it be colorful? Should a personal photo
be included?
Now, the most recently appraised addition to the
electronic resumé is the insertion of appropriate emoticons,
that’s right, those little personality-packed smiley faces.

be used irresponsibly. When
emoticons are used properly
and executed with creative
taste, it is actually a preferred method of resumé
writing.
If you’re ready to
explore this new trend of inserting emoticons into your
professional electronic resumé, please visit our Career
Service Center on campus.

Inappropriate use:

Appropriate use:

Montclair State University
Psychology
Prospective graduation: May 2013

Skills: Telemarketing, communication,
marketing, public relations

!
This works well, because before the potential employer even reads what section of the resumé
you are presenting, you are already creating picture
for them that can be associated with telephones and
communication, which are the bulk of your skills.
This says a lot more than just an emoticon with a
smiley face. An artist, for example, would include
the emoticon with a color palette over their listing
of artistic skills. Make sense?

!
Inserting a graduation emoticon is absolutely inappropriate. The potential employer already has a mental picture of graduation, so there
is no need to add an unnecessary emoticon here.
Adding excessive and unneeded emoticons which
do not display or further enhance your personality
can not only be ineffective, but can also backfire.

Gone are the days when this was inappropriate.

Summer Studies in England
AT FAIRLEIGH DICKINSON UNIVERSITY’S HISTORIC WROXTON COLLEGE

June 30 – July 27, 2013
Make this summer an unforgettable
learning experience!
• Live and learn in a restored 17th-century
Jacobean mansion, 75 miles from London
• Immerse yourself in the British tutorial and
lecture style
• Explore 56 acres of lawns, lakes, gardens
and woodlands
• Visit London, Oxford, Stonehenge, Bath,
Stratford-upon-Avon, Blenheim Palace and
Kenilworth Castle as part of your studies

Special Summer Offer!
Choose either of these two courses:
• Anatomy of Contemporary Britain OR
• Development of British Painting
And take one these courses free!
• Comparative Politics OR
• Aesthetics: Identity, Morality and
Mortality in the British Imagination

Owned and operated by FDU for more
than 50 years, Wroxton College’s unique
study abroad experience has attracted
thousands of students from more than
250 colleges and universities.
See what students have to say about
the Wroxton Experience at:

fdu.edu/wroxton/virtualtour

Comprehensive cost of $4,995 includes
tuition, fees, room and board, trips, and
activities (does not include airfare).
Call Brian Swanzey for details:

wroxton@fdu.edu

Also Accepting Applications for Fall 2013 Semester-Long Studies
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‘Who Are You?’

The Man, The Myth, The Legend: Steve Johnson
Jessica Czarnogursky
Feature Editor

Any student on campus knows Steve Johnson as
the kind-faced professor with
an extensive background in
media and journalism.
The journalist who
served as an integral part of
websites, such as the Patch,
remains an open book to his
students or anyone with access to his LinkedIn profile.
But what about those pieces
that Johnson would never
post on the website? I sat
down with Johnson and discussed his best-kept secrets:
his key involvement with the
British rock band, The Who.
Johnson, a Georgia
boy by birth, grew up listening to The Who like many
others did during their
height of popularity in the
1960s and 70s. The band
may have seen their biggest
rise to fame in England, but
just like The Beatles, they
became part of the British
Invasion on American soil.
“Girls were always
going crazy and men just
wished to be that popular,”
Johnson said. A pipe dream
for many, a causal remark
turned into one of Johnson’s
biggest endeavors.
When lead singer
Roger Daltrey and the rest
of The Who toured in North

America during the summer of 1967, Johnson got his
golden opportunity to see the
band he admired.
“I was your typical
fan, with posters on my wall
and their music always playing out of my 1964 Chevy
Blazer. I saved up four paychecks for that concert. There
was no way I was missing it.”
Johnson, together with his
closest friends, gathered for a
night that they surely would
never forget.
“That concert went
down in the history books,”
Johnson said with a look of
nostalgia in his eyes. He commented that the band played
all their hits and some new
tracks they wanted to try out
with their growing American
audience.
After the impressive three-hour show, Johnson was separated from his
friends in the mass hysteria
of topless, screaming females
and boys who had lost their
senses. “It looked exactly like
footage from any Beatles performance,” he said. “People
were really that obsessed with
British rock stars.”
Johnson happened to
stumble upon a slightly intoxicated Daltrey down one alley
and the two hit it off as if they

were equals and the best of
friends.
“It may have had
something to do with the fact
I didn’t jump the guy for his
autograph.” Johnson chuckled when recalling how absurd it sounded. “Roger really
was that open of a person. We
talked for a while and then
he invited me out for a drink
with the rest of the band as if
I were already part of his inner circle.”
It didn’t take Johnson long to actually find his
way into that circle, as a few
too many drinks led Daltrey
to a grand idea. Johnson
went home the next morning,
packed his things and hopped
on The Who’s tour bus.
Since it was the summer, Johnson had no problem
escaping the responsibility to
his Bachelor’s degree at Emory University in Georgia.
Johnson soon became
known as “Johnson Jam,” a
stage name aimed to protect
the reputation of the budding
scholar. He toured with them
for the duration of their North
American tour, becoming a
household name in no time.
“It seemed crazy, but I
was young and it’s an experience I wouldn’t trade for the
world.”

As the tour
progressed, Daltrey
took a liking to Johnson and integrated
him into the lineup.
Though
the
Georgia boy may have
looked slightly out of place
with the British rebels, his
vocals blended perfectly with
Daltrey’s. Johnson gave The
Who a sound they never
could have reached
with their original
line-up,
resulting in
sold out performances
and
even
more attention
from
idolizing fans.
When the tour was
reaching its end with September closing in, a rumor started
to spread. All major tabloids
and radio stations reported
that a wide-eyed American
boy would join the band for
the remainder of their tour in
Europe. A man dedicated to
his studies and to his vision
for the growth of the media,
Johnson declined the offer
with heavy heart.
“It was one of those decisions I had no choice but to
turn down.” Johnson returned
to school that fall squashing

DID YOU KNOW…

the rumors of his time with
the band, wanting the experience to remain his own
treasured memory.
Decades
later,
Johnson is still an avid listener of The Who, though
he jokes that perhaps Daltrey’s vocals could use his
help. When asked about
what exactly his touring
experience was like with
the rock band, Johnson
could only comment: “What
happens on tour, stays on
tour.”

We Are |

that you can STUDY ABROAD for the
SAME TUITION as MSU?

Beach Ready
| Are You?

EXCHANGE
PROGRAMS
In:

australia
austria
chile
china
england
hungary
italy
norway
south korea
sweden
http://www.montclair.edu/global-education/studyabroad/outgoing-students
To learn more attend an Information Session each
Wednesday @ 2:30 PM
Contact a Study Abroad Advisor – Nyieta Charlot/
charlotn@mail.montclair.edu
FIND US ON FACEBOOK, Twitter, AND YOUTUBE!

5 Levels UV & 2 Levels UV-Free
Level One 5-pack
Unlimited Tanning
Mystic Spray Tan
Custom Airbrush
1st Tan Free!

$5.92/tan *
From $18.88/mo
$20 *
$36 *

* w/ MSU discount

1132 Rt 46 W. Clifton/Little Falls 973 772-6677
Just East of Valley Rd. Across from Pub 46

20% MSU discount!
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High Fructose Corn Syrup

Health-Benefits You Were Never Told
Alexis Fissinger
Staff Writer

Just Like Eating
Fruits and Vegetables
Rather than using
sugar, many food companies
prefer to use high fructose
corn syrup for its ability to
create optimal taste, texture,
consistency and storage time.
Using high fructose corn syrup in a variety of products is
supported by the fact that it
is derived from both fruits
and vegetables, suggesting
that the nutritional benefits of
consuming high fructose corn
syrup mirror those of actually
consuming the whole fruit or
vegetable.
In an attempt to increase nutrient intake from
fruits and vegetables, the government made sure that high
fructose corn syrup was included in just about every food
that has an ingredient list.
This explosion of HFCS into
the food supply had nothing
to do with the fact that corn
is the cheapest and most subsidized product grown in the
United States. It is completely
unrelated.
Now to address the
current statistics showing that
obesity has rapidly increased
as the amount of food products
containing high fructose corn
syrup has increased, well that
is just a coincidence. Right?
Photo courtesy of eatsimpleloveyoga.com

Don’t fall into the Truvia trap.

Increases Dental Health
When mothers hear
the word sugar, they not only
think of obesity and diabetes,
but they also think of cavities!
Luckily, high fructose
corn syrup is the sweet exception to this negative stereotype. During the swelling of the
corn kernel to produce HFCS,
the cavity-forming compounds
are destroyed, making this a
miracle sweetener.

In fact, your children may already be
brushing their teeth with
high fructose corn syrup.
Many brands of toothpaste
list high fructose corn syrup as an ingredient, especially in children’s toothpastes, so there must be a
good reason for it.

Photo courtesy of urbanoutfiters.com

The benefits are
obvious by just looking at
the name. High fructose
corn syrup actually comes
right from corn, a vegetable, making it healthier
than any other type of
sweetener in the country.
While the term
“sugar” is often associated
with health consequences
like diabetes and obesity,
high fructose corn syrup
actually acts to fight diabetes.
Since it is derived
from a vegetable, this
product is an excellent
source of fiber, which studies have shown assists in
weight management and
decreases the risk for
diabetes, cardiovascular
disease and high blood
pressure. Therefore, the
benefits of HFCS even exceed those claimed by the
“all natural, zero-calorie
sweeteners” like Truvia.
Fructose is just a
fancy word that literally
breaks down to “fruit sugar,” which is a good thing
when you compare it to all
other forms of sugar like
table sugar, white sugar
or brown sugar.

Photo courtesy of shorebutler.com

Despite all of the negative press surrounding high fructose corn syrup (HFCS), the truth is
that this sweetening agent is simply composed of the naturally sweet juices that are inside a kernel
of corn. You may have seen one of those oh-so pleasant commercials of mothers at a children’s party
or the boyfriend and girlfriend sharing a snack. In each instance, one of the actors is proclaiming
their enjoyment of foods with high-fructose corn syrup because it makes things taste good, it is natural and it provides the same nutritional content as sugar.
Well folks, you heard it from the best source available: Everyone knows that you cannot put
anything on the television that is not true. Just in case you are still not convinced, here are some
reasons why this controversial ingredient is actually an important part of a happy and healthy lifestyle.

Forget boring mint toothpaste.

Safety First
Many worry about the
safety of high fructose corn
syrup and doubt whether the
sweetener has a place in an
all-natural diet.
The good news is that
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has very strict
and specific standards when
it comes to defining the word
“natural,” and high fructose
corn syrup has made the cut.
In addition to being a natural
product, high fructose corn
syrup has also been given the
FDA’s stamp of approval for
safety, as it is termed “Generally Recognized As Safe
(GRAS).”

Photo courtesy of disinfo.com

Ignore the myths
of “bad” breakfast
cereals.
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Master of Dis-Guys

Hidden Treasures in Blanton Food Court
Lindsay Rassmann
Managing Editor

Appetizers
Mozzie Ding Dongs
$11.77
Tired of the same old mozzarella sticks? Try Guy’s
Ding Dongs and experience an eight-blend cheese curd
deep fried in used motor oil and served with mysterious red dipping sauce.

Gotta Have It All Platter
$20.86
No need for entrée if you’re getting this deluxe appetizer portioned for one incredibly hungry superhuman.
Platter comes with Mozzie Ding Dongs, sky-high nachos, a leaning tower of onion rings and Smokin’ Flappers served with all condiments conveniently emulsified into one liquid.

Bro-B-Que Chicken & Pork Flapper
$35.89
Ain’t no thang like a chicken wang and a side of pork.
Served with whatever else you want. Just add $15.

Mozzie Ding Dongs

Entrées
Wham Slam Thank You Ma’am
$20.98
Boy, is this a big one! Served lukewarm and seasoned to Guy’s taste, this will have you wondering
what you just ate. Served with fried mayonnaise
and pickled mustard. Free side salads are only $5.

Carp-e Diem					
$19.08
A 48 oz. carp marinated in skunked natural “Natty”
ice, strained through a hair net and deep-fried fat
until it begs to be taken out. Served with deep-fried
vegetables and a deep-fried beverage.

Big Ole Flappin’ Barrel Surprise
$32.45
We take 12 oz. of anything we can find in our freshly
prepared freezer and cook whatever it is in bacon fat.
Garnished with a dozen strips of bacon and freshlymade bacon glaze.

Peanut Butter and Jelly Grilled Cheese

Dessert
Gee-wiz Cheesecake
$85
This hearty dessert features a tasty blend of cheese
wiz and American cheese, baked in the largest pan
we can find. (Served as three slices.)

Choc-a-lot
$45
Chocolate chips, brownie, Hershey’s syrup, M&Ms
and blended chocolate doughnuts, all in a chocolate
waffle cone with chocolate ice cream and chocolate
sprinkles.

PBJ&C
$13.33
A peanut butter-and-jelly sandwich remix! Take
this classic sandwich, add grilled cheese and voila!
Served with chips, pickles and a picture of Guy Fieri
stapled on top. Eat this and reminisce about your
childhood while watching Hey Arnold! and Catdog.
Skip class and play Crash Bandicoot while you’re at
it.

themontclarion.org

Rental

Classifieds
Help Wanted

Save $$$ - Female Students or Grads: Summer, Fall 2013 room
rentals May-August
or school year. Furnished, Across from
Campus. Internet
Included. Singles or
Shared. 973-778-1504

HOMEWORK-HELPER Wanted for 10
year-old, Monday 4:156:15pm in Montclair
- $15.00 per hour. Call
Mary Kate (973) 8658769

Boarding available
9/1/13 for female, nonsmoker - In lovely, secure, private home,
2.4 mi. from MSU. All
amenities. Furnished
Room with bath, lg.
closet. $1500.00 mon.
plus security. Diane
201-315 -0476

Park & Lock $80.00 /
Month….Very Close to
MSU….973-746-8495

SAVE $ - FEMALE
STUDENTS, GRADS:
Summer, Fall 2013
Room Rentals May
thru August, OR
School Year! Furnished – Across from
Campus, Internet Inc.
Singles or Shared.
ONE ROOM AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
– 973-778-1504
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For Sale

APRIL
FOOLS!
Ad s a r e t h e o n l y
serious thing in this issue

Fun & Games

HOROSCOPES
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Aries March 21 - April 19

Libra September 23 - October 22

You find your weekly routine to be repetitive and frustrating. This week, though, you will encounter something new and unexpected that will break you out of
this monotonous cycle.

You are going to wish that this week would never end,
for it seems to be full of positive and fun energy. Enjoy
it to the max!

Taurus April 20 - May 20

Scorpio October 23 - November 21

Gemini May 21 - June 20

Sagittarius November 22 - December 21

You will notice that you have more free time than
usual. However, just because you do not tend to be
as busy this week, doesn’t mean that it’s time to lie
around on the couch. Use your free time wisely to
have fun and get things done.

Before you become angry and yell at someone you
believe is upset with you, put yourself in their shoes,
as you may discover that this “crisis” isn’t such a big
deal after all.

You will have a lot of fun and a great time in general
this week. Before getting too comfortable though, set
some time aside to get your work and priorities done.
Having fun does not mean slacking off.

This is one of those lazy weeks where you feel like
staying in and doing things for yourself. Although you
normally enjoy going out and seeing others, you will
feel more laid-back this week.

Cancer June 21 - July 22

Capricorn December 22 - January 19

You are officially overworked, but congrats because
you have officially earned yourself some time to rest.
Take a short break from your busy life to get your energy back. Once you do, you will feel better than ever!

Even though certain deadlines for assignments seem
far away, they are really not. Problems always emerge
when you wait until the last minute to get things
done.

Leo July 23 - August 22

Aquarius January 20 - February 18

Yelling and fighting with your close ones is never the
best way to get what you want. Speak in a calm and
mature manner to get your point across.

Virgo August 23 - September 22

Lately, people have been taking advantage of your goodwill. It is time to put your foot down and think about
your own needs rather than the ones of others.

You will be receiving a positive answer regarding
something that you have suspected to be true for quite
some time. It will be pretty intense, so prepare yourself. Just remember to always remain calm and not
make a scene.

Pisces February 19 - March 20

This is an unlucky week when it comes to friendship.
Perhaps you won’t be able to keep those plans you’ve
made or maybe you’ve just gotten into a fight with a
friend. Whatever the case may be, be cautious when
informing friends about anything that you don’t feel
comfortable with.

WORD SEARCH!
Can you solve it?
ACROSS
3. Best Beer
5. Who made this?
6. Our favorite food
8. Where babies come from
10. Ad on the side of my screen
12. American currency
13. Number of letters in Montclarion
14. The best animal!
DOWN
1. What all the cool kids do
2. Editor-in-chief’s last name
4. The last letter of the alphabet
7. Legal drinking age
9. It’s raining
11. President of Montclair
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Constructive Cynicism
Question of
the Week

What do you think
about printers?

John Graham
Junior
Music Therapy
"I think printers
are useful. We use
them every day
for long things in school, for printing
pictures, articles, things to read, things
to look at. You can print flyers for if
you're working in a band. You can
print papers for handing out something in school. They're a limitless
thing that you can use."
Clay Green
Freshman
Theater/Biochemistry
“I don’t like how
[in my] freshman year, there
was no money limit. Because we pay for
tuition, shouldn’t that pay part of the
package? It does help practicing to be
more environmentally friendly, printing
front to back.”
Carolyn
Mathieu
Junior
Chemistry
“I think people
keep printing
and printing a
whole bunch of things rather than
wait for their documents, which is
ridiculous. There should be some kind
of tab after you print something two
or three times to stop it so that other
people's things can be printed out. I
do also believe that there are some
documents that need to be in color, so
there should be some color printers
available."
Kaitlyn
Schamber
Junior
Mathematics
"Printers can be
the worst things
possible when
they decide not to work at the last minute. However, printers can also save
your life when you're trying to study
for a quiz or a test."
Dann Truitt
Senior
English
Education

Vicky Leta | The Montclarion

S

igns all around
campus greet visitors with
a “please excuse our appearance.” Who said we
ever minded it, MSU? We
as students have come
to embrace the construction that’s been going on
around campus.
The scenic views of the
trunks, gravel and debris
really complement the
view of the New York City
skyline. For every article
we’ve written in the past,
we would like to sincerely
apologize.
We’ve now seen the benefits of construction. Sure,
getting to classes and parking has become a harder
task, but honestly, we are
students. It’s not like we
have a say in the matter.
We are mere children still
transitioning into adulthood.
Even if we do pay to attend
school and live on campus,
we shouldn’t have control
over what work gets done
on our campus. We should

fully trust the board and
their decision to continuously
pile on construction projects.
We’ve learned to embrace the
benefits of construction on
campus, for example: no need
for alarm clocks.
If your window is fortunate
enough to be near a construction site, you won’t need to
spend money on a clock nor
would you have to set your
cell phone.
The sound of the construction sites will croon their
merry tune, making your
morning spectacular. It is one
of the greatest privileges this
school has to offer, a morning alert system courtesy of
Montclair State University.
Who needs the convenience
of open roadways? With construction detours, students
will have more enjoyment
finding their way to class. We
can admire MSU’s once scenic
campus and in its place admire cranes and dump trucks.
Hearing the birds chirping is
so cliché.
Instead, MSU has the beep-

Parking Services

Drew Stevens
Senior
Business
Administration

"The printers
on campus here at Montclair suck.
They're always broken, they need to be
fixed, and they're always out of paper
and ink."

in their entirety. Actually,
we hope that after the installment of the lazy river,
the school will consider expanding other construction
projects.
Besides the construction
of the new Environmental
Science building, we hope
that there will be an expansion for the School of Communication and possibly an
expansion of the campus.
Who knows what we can
create with a campus expansion. Maybe we can
add a culinary school. Without construction, what will
Montclair State University
be? We would lose our individuality.
We would lose that aspect that makes us MSU.
Construction should be a
continuous effort for our
university, not only for the
sake of expansion, but so
that we may continue to be
the MSU everybody knows
and loves.

Thumbs Up

"I think printers
are great! I love
them. I use them
every day."

"I have mixed feelings about printers
because I believe
that they're not really eco-friendly and
that we should be switching to a paperless society, but, I still have an affinity for holding a book in my hand and
having a printed piece of paper to read
from."
Timothy
McGullam
Senior
Communication
Studies/ Public
Relations

ing of trucks backing up and
drills tearing away at gravel.
It is a campus unlike any
other. The unique sound of
tools clashing together naturally composes itself into an
angelic melody. It’s a soothing walk through campus and
a very exciting walk for any
newcomers. You never know
which roads will be closed off
and which alternate routes
you will need to take.
The best part about construction has been the lack
of wildlife on campus. We all
hate the geese, chipmunks and
groundhogs scurrying around
our campus. We are humans,
the most advanced species on
this planet.
We should not let mere
animals tread on our campus. With the depletion of the
geese population, campus has
been a lot cleaner. Eventually,
we will no longer feel the need
to assert our dominance over
these creatures. We will have
campus all to ourselves.
We at The Montclarion support the construction efforts

Sodexo
CarParc Diem
Account Holds
Sunday Classes

Thumbs Down
Blanton
Graduating on Time
Spring
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Made in Korea: Cheap-Budgeted Propaganda
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North Korea Anti-U.S. Videos Use New “CGI” Technology

E

arlier
this week,
N o r t h
Korea released yet
another
propaganda video
levon syers
advocating
columnist
the invasion of the
United States, only further
adding to the tension that already exists between the two
countries.
The original videos, which
were released earlier last
month, advocated actions such
as nuclear strikes against the
U.S., which would be done in
retaliation for its involvement
in the Korean War.
Since then, more videos
have surfaced on YouTube
that further depict aggressive
acts toward the U.S. The videos are designed to incite antiAmerican sentiment among
North Korean citizens, while
simultaneously promoting nationalism by showing off the

capabilities of their newly discovered computer-generated
imagery (CGI).
"Fictionalized" scenes within these videos often depict
scenarios such as the White
House being blown up, American troops being defeated in
battle and nuclear missiles
circling the Earth five times or
so in order to plunge into the
middle of the Gulf of Mexico
(I'm just describing what I’ve
witnessed).
The images and graphics
used in these videos have supposedly been recycled from
movies including Independence Day, Deep Impact, Armageddon and Men in Black
— all apocalyptic-themed
movies created in the mid1990s, which North Korea has
just now acquired via carrier
pigeon and string.
North Korea obtains all of
their information and supplies
from the outside world by using carrier pigeon, which is
extinct everywhere else except
North Korea (that’s positive,
right?).

Currently, each video has
over 25 million “likes” on YouTube, which coincidentally is
the approximate population of
North Korea. Each citizen was
made to like the video at gunpoint at his or her local viewing booths. Their reward was
that they were able to remain
under gunpoint.
The real reason behind this
new form of hatred stemming
from the North Korean government is due to the lack of
the U.S. citizens' interest in
North Korean mass entertainment, such as choreographed
dances involving thousands of
citizens against their will.
To add insult to injury, the
recent success of such South
Korean pop stars such as PSY
and his hit single “Gangnam
Style” in the United States,
and Kim Jong-il’s son’s embrace of Eric Clapton’s music
made North Koreans all but
ready to use under budgeted
CGI to blow up the rest of the
world.
North Korea has a “closedmarket” music industry, mean-

ing that most of the music and
entertainment created in that
country cannot be accessed
from outside sources.
Apart from saving certain
species from extinction, North
Korea also has a 99 percent
literacy rate: they all know
how to read the name of Kim
Jong-un.
Though the future pertaining to who will lead North Korea after Kim Jong-il’s death is
still uncertain, they did manage to construct a giant bronze
statue in reverence for their
late leader.
In order to honor his passion for movies such as Rambo
and the James Bond series,
North Korea also constructed
bronze statues of Sylvester
Stallone and Sean Connery,
which are shown hoisting the
late leader up in celebration of
his greatness.
In spite of all of this April
Foolery, I am still quite concerned as to the intention of
these videos and the actions
North Korea are advocating
currently amongst themselves.

If we could only send a carrier
pigeon over to them to let them
know we’re sorry for not liking
Kim Jong-il’s musical compositions, then perhaps all of this
could have been averted.
Just to recap, if you too
want to influence a mass
population to share a certain
sentiment through visual manipulation, follow these steps:
1. Go into your parent’s attic.
2: Grab all of the VHS tapes
that they own. 3. Force one of
your graphic artist friends to
frantically learn how the effects used in those VHS tapes
can be applied to create a YouTube video, (either by gunpoint or with candy). 4. Obtain
carrier pigeons. 5. Send the
video to the bowels of the Internet and/or North Korea. 5.
Create bronze statue of either
yourself, Kim Jong-il, Sylvester Stallone or Sean Connery.
6. Enjoy the aftermath!

Levon Syers, an English major, is in
his first year as a columnist for The
Montclarion.

Battling Illiteracy: The Frontier To Utopia
An important message from Suzan Coal

I

llitaracy
iz
horribl
cuz wen u r
sound illiterate it iz a
bad reflexion
on urself.
We mus
Suzan Coal
resist
urge
Prezident
2 sound 2
un-intelegant, we mus practize hour writin’ skillz 4 futur
emploiment. Sum ways 2 stop
ilitaracy r as followz, be mine

full of da thigs u type an rember 2 re-read evrythig.
Re-reding thigs will halp
u catch ur miss-takes. U dont
want employrz 2 thing u r
stoopid or sumthing.
We r stue-dentz of highr
learnin. We shuld horror hour
degrees cuz we earnd dem. We
earnd dem throw studee-ing
hard an reachin for da starz.
We acheivd hour degrees
throw hard worc.
Dont dizgrace da institush-

on of highr learnin just cuz u
dont noe how to speel or dont
corrct bad grammer.
Eye, Suzan Coal wuld not
liek 2 see her stue-dentz misstreet da Engwish linguine. Az
stue-dentz of MSU u shuld up
hold ur degrees wit pride an
horror. Your all represntives of
dis schul, u r da reflectshun of
hour edumaction sytemz hear
at MSU.
Du u wannna sham da
schul, du u wanna jock bout

you’re degrees. Collage izn’t a
jock, dis iz sirius. Dis wil b da
whey 2 ur futur, u r payving ur
furtur rite nao.
U kneed 2 focuz on ur worc
hear at MSU cuz if u dont u
wil regrt it. Degrees rnt az importan az da heart worc u du
at schul.
Heart worc iz a reflecshun
on urself. Wen u tack worc siriusly u can acheiv so mush.
Baitlling illitaracy iz da firs
steap 2 sussess. U can b sus-

suss full if u tack da chanc 2
re-red ur worc. U cant han in a
resumay wit so manny grammer an speeling misstacks.
Eye hop all u add hear 2 mai
warnins bout illitaracy.
It payns meh 2 see yung ppl
loss jubs cuz there illitarate.
We alway wan wat iz bess 4
hour stue-dentz. Pls listn an
respeck ur presiden Suzan
Coal.

Suzan Coal isz da prezident of
Montclaire Stat Unviersitie

Gumps Go Galactic in Forrest Gump II
Hanks takes on first publicly released non-documentary film in space

W

ith
P a r a m o u n t
Pictures’
most recent press
Kristen Bryfogle
release,
Asst. opinion
Forrest
editor
Gump’s
famous candy quote may now
be amended to “Life is like a
box of freeze-dried chocolates;
you never know which one
is going to float up into your
mouth.”
After nineteen years of
fluctuating box office results,
Tom Hanks is returning to his
role as America’s sweetheart,
not only taking on the leading
role, but also writing and directing Forrest Gump II, coming to theaters in the summer
of 2016.
Three years may be a long
time to wait to see the next
chapter in the lives of Forrest
Gump and Little Forrest, but
Hanks cites a good reason for
a lengthy production: filming
in outer space.

Granted, this is not the
first non-documentary work
filmed outside of planet Earth.
An 8-minute sci-fi film, Apogee of Fear, claims the honor,
but was not released to the
public because of NASA interference. However, after years
of discussing the sequel with
NASA, the space program has
yielded a public release of Forrest Gump II.
Why the sudden interest
in the sequel? Paramount,
already known for its movie
series, is looking to add this
American classic to its list of
successful movie dynasties.
Although Forrest Gump
touches many age groups, the
sequel focuses specifically on
the relationship between Forrest and Forrest Jr. and how
the two have coped with the
loss of Jenny.
Hanks hopes that the movie will appeal to both young
adults and middle-aged parents, showing that the fatherson relationship stays strong
through the years.
As for the galactic setting,
Hanks cites Winston Groom’s
novel, on which the movies

are based, for his inspiration.
Forrest does go on an outer
space adventure in the book,
but with a monkey companion
named Sue.
Hanks, disappointed that
the plot point was not included
in the first movie, focused on
the space journey for the second film, expressing his belief
that there is no better setting
for father-son bonding than
among the stars.
Actual outer space filming is set to start in 2014,
and Hanks and Haley JoelOsment, returning to play
the role of Forrest Jr., have
already begun preparation to
leave the atmosphere.
By necessity, the film crew
for the outer space portion of
production is small; only the
essential crew members have
received training, and specialists at NASA have worked on
making filming equipment
safe and efficient for space
travel.
The crew plans to orbit the
earth for two weeks, living in
the International Space Station, where a portion of the
movie is also being filmed.

Hanks’ lips were sealed when
asked why the Gumps go to
space. However, he did reveal
that Gary Sinise, known for
his character Lieutenant Dan
Taylor, will be making an appearance, and frequent movie
love interest Meg Ryan will be
starring opposite Hanks.
However, Ryan will not be
part of the outer space production, leading to the conclusion
that parts of the movie take
place on Earth.
The question on many
minds is: Why does the sequel
have to be in outer space? The
film could be made on a much
lower budget on the ground or
even with special effects, and
spending this much money, effort and technology on a movie
may seem like a waste.
However, this work is not
the first of Hanks’ adventures
in space. His famous portrayal of astronaut Jim Lovell in
Apollo 13 has overshadowed
some of his other work dealing
with the galactic, including
the HBO series From Earth to
Moon and documentary Maginificent Desolation: Walking
on the Moon 3D, both of which

Hanks
produced.
Forrest
Gump II is just the next logical step in Hanks’ adoration of
space and space culture.
It is certainly unfair for anyone, whether celebrity or average movie-goer, to put down
Hanks’ dream due to financial
qualms or claims of Hollywood
excess.
If Hanks wants to spend his
multi-million dollar fortune he
earned through his own talent,
then he has that right.
As a long-time fan of the
Gumps, I’m surprised yet enthusiastic for the release. It
will be interesting to see how
Hanks works with Ryan again
and to see Osment’s talent as a
mature actor.
Without a doubt, the movie
will draw crowds simply because it is the first public release of a non-documentary
movie filmed in space, but I
think Forrest Gump II may
be the opportunity Hanks has
been searching for to gain another Oscar.

Kristen Bryfogle, a Classics major, is in
her first year as assistant Opinion editor
for The Montclarion.
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Efforts To Make MSU Alcohol Friendly
Keep calm and drink on

A

lthough
we are usually between
the ages of
17 and 19
when
we
enter
colvictoria fisher lege, it is an
columnist
undeniable
factor that
drinking is a part of the entire
experience.
Montclair State has admirably recognized this by instating the “Amnesty Policy,”
which states that if a student
is under the impression their
friend or fellow student has
alcohol poisoning, they can get
them medical assistance without any academic or criminal
repercussions.
This particular policy was
one that I used on a warm evening last Fall.
I was outside of my building,
smoking a cigarette and there
was a student sitting at the
shuttle stop. He couldn't sit up
straight and he was close to
falling on the ground. He had
arrived at the shuttle stop by

walking with his friends, but
his friends had left him and
there was no sign of them coming back.
Nervously, I approached the
young man and asked him if
he was alright.
He couldn't speak clearly
and it was at that time I realized he was heavily intoxicated.
I asked him if he even lived
on campus, to which he replied
yes. I decided that I would go
inside and wished him a good
night.
I went inside and informed
the people at the front desk
that there was a student outside who was very drunk.
Shortly after meeting this individual, the shuttle bus arrived and would not take him.
He couldn’t even walk in a
straight line.
Consequently, I ended up
calling the Montclair State
Police to inform them of this
individual and the state of
intoxication he was in. They
came and took him away on a
stretcher.
I was told the following day
by the people at the front desk

that the EMTs that showed up
to assist him, believed that I
had potentially saved his life.
That particular event inspired me to revamp an idea
that was once a reality, having a bar on Montclair State
property. Besides the extra
revenue, MSU can also monitor their students’ alcohol consumption.
As of Fall 2013, the newest
establishment to the campus
will be open and in full swing.
The restaurant and bar will
be conveniently named “Study
Hall.”
The name was voted on by
students that specialize in
hospitality management. The
concept behind the name is to
avoid scrutiny from parents
that may be concerned as to
what their child is doing with
their spare time at MSU.
Now if you are asked, you
could simply reply "Going to
study hall, I've got a ton of
work to get done."
“Study Hall” will be a tremendous benefit to the University. The main goals of the
establishment being built and
then opened will be as follows:

To encourage a sense of community amongst the residents,
to create revenue for the school
and to also create jobs for students.
There will be interviews held
this summer for the staff that
will be known as “The Village
People.”
Some students do not know
this, but the infamous Rathskeller that we all love to loathe
actually used to be a bar.
It was a very popular hangout spot for students as well as
professors. In creating “Study
Hall” within the center of the
Village, we are hoping for the
same positive results.
In addition to every liquor
and beer imaginable, there
will be food served. Salty
snacks such as peanuts and
pretzels were voted to be the
most popular bar snacks, however, there will also be a full
menu.
Whether you want a 20ounce steak or some fresh lobster tails, “Study Hall” is sure
to bring an entirely new and
fresh approach to dining on
campus.
Now students will have the

ability to accompany their alcoholic beverage of choice with
sufficiently filling food such
as steak or lobster, thus hypothetically preventing them
from getting alcohol poisoning.
It has been too long where
we, as students, have felt the
need to fear authority when
all we want to do is drink.
As maturing adults that pay
an obscene amount of money
to attend this university, I believe that we are completely
within our rights to want to
relax and unwind.
Once “Study Hall” opens,
it will also help the university
essentially focus on where the
drinking takes place, as well
as enforcing the drinking age.
Although it will only be
opening during my Senior
year, I truly believe this bar
and restaurant being built has
been a long time coming.

Victoria Fisher, a Political Science major,
is in her third year as a columnist for
The Montclarion.

Music Makes The World Go Round
My taste in music is better than yours

P

eople
always talk
about songs
that really
touch their
hearts and
really focus
on
emotions. It’s
monika bujas
amazing
opinions edtor how a song
can perfectly describe how you’re feeling,
paint a picture of a struggle or
even make a social statement,
but there are so many artists
that are undermined in the
musical community.
As a music lover, I wanted
to talk about two songs that
I’ve been listening to a lot the
past few days, songs that are
undermined and mocked in
our society.
The first is the classic 1990s
hit “Summer Girls” by LFO.
Even though it was a one-hit
wonder during our childhoods,
people seem to mockingly
croon the lyrics to this song.
Let’s take the chorus, for
example. The first lines, “New
Kids On the Block had a bunch

of hits. Chinese food makes
me sick,” state two important
facts about society.
Declaring that New Kids On
The Block really paints an image of the band’s later career
and how popular they were
during the mid-1980s and early 90s.
Also, the satirical phrase
about Chinese food is witty
and provides a forlorn warning about the unhealthiness of
take-out food.
The next lyric, “I think it’s
fly when girls stop by for the
summer, for the summer,”
shows the band’s concern for
their beachside abode.
LFO clearly supports the
extension of tourism and the
dire need to have a continuous surplus of tourism down
by the shore. It is something
the shore thrives off of and
the band thinks it’s “fly” that
young women find the shore so
appealing.
There’s other commentary
about social and historical issues that the band wholeheartedly agrees on. They claim,
“There was a good man named
Paul Revere,” which is true.

Paul Revere was an important figure in U.S. history. He
was the warning beacon for
America during the Revolution and is considered a hero
in our country.
Another important part of
that song is, “When I first met
you, I said my name was Rich.
You look like a girl from Abercrombie and Fitch.”
The 90s represented a simpler time and an era that was
laced with class. He kindly introduces himself to a maiden
and then precedes to woo her.
Men from that era had no
problem introducing themselves in a formal manner.
Slowly, the 90s male slowly
attempted to break the barrier
between him and the young
lady, bringing them to a zone
of comfort and informalities.
When he attempted to woo
her, he uses a stereotypical
model type in order to exemplify her beauty. Why would
they take advice from “Billy
Shakespeare” (as referred to
in the song) on how to pick up
women?
They know that he wrote “a
whole bunch of sonnets,” but a

courting in the 90s era is quick
and writing a 14-line poem in
iambic pentameter would take
too long.
Throwing a girl into these
models was a successful way
to pick up ladies.
Now, more in tune with the
common era, a great song that
attempted to break the feminist rap era was “Gucci Gucci”
by Kreayshawn.
The song was released in
2011, with Kreayshawn hoping to break mainstream as a
female rapper. Now there isn’t
much I could say about this
song.
The main premise of the
song truly speaks to us. We
understand that Gucci, Louis,
Fendi and Prada are designers you shouldn’t even bother
with. She says that women
who wear these brands are
“basic” and are just consumers
and slaves to big corporations.
She refuses to wear such
brands because she yearns for
individuality. As a feminist,
she also wants women to turn
away from these companies
since they are the market’s
main consumers. There is

Concerning Editorials and Columns

more to life than just materialism and looking good.
Another line that really
touches not only me, but
strongly exploits the artist’s
feminist struggle is, “which
means nobody getting over me.
I got the swag and it’s pumping out my ovaries.”
She is really trying to express her hopes to leave an impression on the music industry
as a strong female rapper.
In today’s popular culture,
the word “swag” insinuates
someone who is very suave.
She literally produces coolness
from her body because she is a
strong and powerful woman.
Instead of mocking these
songs, people should look beyond these ridiculous lyrics for
a deeper meaning. You would
be surprised what you might
discover about certain artists.

Monika Bujas, a Communication major,
is in her first year as opinions editor for
The Montclarion.
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Arts & Entertainment

Guys!
It’s Friday!
Nicole Duque
Staff Writer

Photo courtesy of rebeccablack.com

FRIDAY, FRIDAY, FRIDAY, FRIDAY
Known best for her awardwinning vocal talent, Rebecca Black gained attention
through her hit song “Friday,”
which, by the end of March
2011, received over 62 million hits on YouTube. Blasted
on the radio, in arenas during major sporting events and
praised globally for the song’s
intense, complex lyrics, “Friday” was Black’s golden ticket
to stardom.

For first-timers, the
only highly recommended
track is “Friday,” although if
you haven’t heard it by now,
it’s quite a shame. You’re seriously missing out on the song
of the century.
In 2010, the young,
humble teenager of Irvine,
California was introduced to
ARK Music Factory, an infamous and well-reputable Los
Angeles label through a music

Photo courtesy of Kelly McGeary

Oscar Worthy
Construction

!
MSU
construction, finally famous

Bare Batter:
Lil’ Cupcak3$
Theadora Lecour
Assistant Arts Editor

Lil’ Cupcak3$ in her natural habitat.

photo courtesy of Lindsay Rassmann

Kelly McGeary
Staff Writer
Last week, director Robert
overseen by the oblivious, easWhitville announced plans for
ily-manipulated chief of conhis latest project, a film called
struction, Dale Simmons, and
Pipes, based on the young
was created by Martin Barlow,
adult novel of the same name
the vicious, power-hungry colby Maurice Jackson. Jackson
lege president.
turned his award-winning
Barlow believes that there
novel into a screenplay and
is no quicker way to rebuild a
partnered with Whitville with
strong character in these “misthe hope of taking his beloved
guided souls” than to have the
story to the silver screen.
inmates of Cragton PenitentiaJackson found inspiration
ry dig deep underground and
while on a college tour of our
install energy-efficient heatvery own Montclair State
ing and cooling systems for
University. The story follows
state universities. It soon bethe unlucky circumstances of
comes clear to Trebor and the
Robert Trebor, a college sturest of the boys at Greenlake
dent whose life is turned upthat they aren’t digging holes
side-down when he’s framed
to build strong character, and
for stealing a pair of hockey
they aren’t just trying to creskates.
ate a cost-effective method of
These, however, aren’t just
energy for the college.
any hockey skates. These
     Something just seems fishy.
skates belong to the universiThis heating and cooling systy’s star player, Buck Greenly.
tem isn’t cost-effective.
In
Greenly had just donated the
fact, things at the school keep
skates to his hockey school for
getting more and more exat-risk youths. But Robert
pensive. What does installing
didn’t want to take the skates
pipes have to do with building
— he doesn’t even know how
character? Are the boys really
to play hockey. The skates just
just putting in pipes or are
seemed to fall out of the sky
they just pawns in one of Barand into his lap.
low’s bigger schemes?
After recovering from seriPipes fans of all ages are
ous puncture wounds, Trebor
eagerly looking forward to seefinds himself doing hard time
ing their beloved novel hit the
at the county jail, and hard labig screen next summer.
bour with the Greenlake ConMontclair students should
struction company.
look for Maurice Jackson’s
Greenlake Construction is
Pipes in the university booka community service project
store sometime next month,
for the inmates of the Cragton
and keep an eye out for WhitCounty Penitentiary. Greenville’s film adaptation. Can
lake Construction Company
you pick out the similarities in
focuses on building campusour own campus construction?
wide underground heating
Are we just building a CHCS
and cooling systems for state
or are we digging for someuniversities. The program is
thing bigger?

video client. Realizing that
Black had a talent that could
surpass any other, the label
did not charge her any fees
and welcomed her to come
back to produce more singles
whenever the teen felt like
it.
The music video was
uploaded to YouTube on Feb.
10, 2011 and received about
1,000 views during the first
month. The video went viral on March 11, 2011 with
millions of views in a matter of days with absolutely
no thumbs down or negative comments. Black was
invited and appeared on The
Tonight Show with Jay Leno
on March 22, 2011, during
which she performed her
song and responded to the
amazingly positive feedback.
At the show, no one
could sit down. Everyone was
cheering and singing along,
basking in the legend’s voice.
Jay Leno himself told Black
that he never had such a
genuinely talented artist on
his show before. Later that
year, MTV selected Black to
host its “Video Music Awards
Fan Army Part” in April, the
channel’s first online awards
show.
Pop singers such
as Katy Perry took particular interest in Black and
asked her to participate in
her music video for “Last
Friday Night (T.G.I.F.)” as
a homage to “Friday.” Katy
Perry stated in an interview
with MTV that the music
video would not be complete
without Black’s presence
because Black was her new
inspiration. As a part of her
“Dreams Tour,” Perry routinely preformed “Last Friday Night” and even brought
Rebecca with her on tour to
sing a duet.
Black even caught
the attention of pop sensation
Justin Bieber, as he stated
in a press conference that he
would love more than anything to pursue a duet with
her. Flattered, Black did not
accept because her style was
just beyond Bieber’s level.
Starting her own
label, RB Records, Black
released a self-produced
single, “My Moment,” depicting the difference between
her life before and after her
fame. Her worldwide fans
were overwhelmed with joy,
causing the video to reach
millions of views, landing
her tune on top charts internationally.
Her official debut
album was planned to be released around Oct. 31, 2012,
which would include a wide
variety of genres and would
have spoken of meaningful
lessons in life, such as your
ABCs. The goal of the album
was to be appropriate and
clean, to speak to a generation of young adults and inspire them to become the
world leaders of today. The
album, however, was never
released, and to this day,
there is   no word of an official release.
In 2012, Black became the #1 most searched
on Google, topping icons
Lady Gaga and Adele. Later
that year, Black signed onto
Maker Studio’s YouTube
network, where she uploads
original songs and video
blogs. The star has not yet
produced new music this
year, but will perhaps drop
the album soon. Keep your
eyes peeled!
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By day, Editor-in-Chief Lori
Wieczorek spends her time
dispensing espresso and editing articles for publishing in
The Montclarion. By night,
artist Lil’ Cupcak3$ wrecks
mic after mic at every freestyle event with her fiery bars
in preparation for the release
of her new mixtape.
Lil’ Cupcak3$ is dropping
her debut Always Room For
Dessert this week, featuring
the sickest rhymes to be heard
in the rap game thus far.
Mind-meltingly ragged and
like a punch in the face, Lil’
Cupcak3$’s first mix is projected to garner more than that of
Miss Nicki Minaj more than a
million dollars. Lil’ Cupcak3$
beats can be found on ringtones, in greeting cards and,
most recently, Red House Coffee commercials. With lyrics
like “Pulling shots, strong and
dark, like coffee, I’m f*****g
hot,” it’s almost inconceivable

how anyone with or without
ears can find a way not to love
this hot emcee.
     With her signature traffic
cone-orange hair and drastic
wardrobe choices, Lil’ Cupcak3$ preaches about the real
issues, like the rumored discontinuation of Raisinets and
the next SGA president. Her
most recent project includes
her motion to make floral attire
mandatory for all U.S. citizens
(to be enforced by the local authorities) on one of her latest
tracks, entitled, “Flowers Yo;
Get Them On Yo Body.”
The president has responded to her numerous letters and
ensures he will consider her
proposal.
Lil’ Cupcak3$ cites her biggest inspiration as none other
than her mentor, Rashard
“Cakes Da Killa” Bradshaw.
Like Snoop Dogg’s Bow Wow,
Lil’ Cupcak3$ was the beloved
defecation of Cakes himself.

Ep: Always Room for dessert
release date: april 20, 2013
featured track: Large, not venti
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2013
Danceworks
Department of Theatre and Dance

Myth & Transformation
April 4 and 5 at 7:30 p.m.
April 6 and 7 at 2:00 p.m.
April 6 at 8:00 p.m.
Alexander Kasser Theater

Daughters of the Night chorus
from Night Journey
by Martha Graham (1947)

Continuous Replay
by Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane (1977, 1991)

Powers of Ten
by May O’Donnell (1984)

Runaway
by Larry Keigwin (2008)

I See You (Excerpt)
Approaching Silence
by Rebecca Stenn (2012)

Photo: Crystal Rodriguez in Night Journey by Martha Graham. Photo by Robert Cooper.

by Fredrick Earl Mosley (2012)

After the Show
Friday evening, April 5 p.m.
Post-performance reception in honor of Prof. Linda Roberts

973-655-5112 | www.peakperfs.org | Every Seat $15
*Undergraduate students at MSU receive one ticket at no additional charge to every event through the Performing Arts Fee with their valid student I.D.
Approaching Silence is commissioned by The Department of Theatre & Dance New Works Initiative, a project made possible with support from Holly J. and Robert S. Gregory.
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We Are |

Beach Ready
| Are You?

Regular EFT pricing:
Brazilin Bikini
Lower leg
Eye Brows
Lip

$26.80
$20.10
$10.50
$6.03

33% OFF First Service!

Mens Back
$32.83
Men’s Chest $15.41
Men’s Shldrs $12.73
Men’s Stomach $15.41

1132 Rt 46 W. Clifton/Little Falls 973 772-6677
Just East of Valley Rd. Across from Pub 46

SMILE
CALL NOW!!!

SCHOOL OF GRADUATE
& CONTINUING STUDIES
American Studies
Business Administration (MBA)
Communication Disorders*
Computational Science
Criminal Justice
Doctorate in Physical Therapy*
Education
Educational Leadership
Holocaust and Genocide Studies
Instructional Technology
Nursing (MSN)
Occupational Therapy*
Professional Science Master’s in Environmental Science (PSM)
Social Work (MSW)*
*fall enrollment only

www.stockton.edu/grad

Arts & Entertainment
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Bales and Hoes
Jay-Z Goes Country
Photo courtesy of uk.telegraph.co.uk,

Victoria Nelli
Staff Writer

From a Lambo, to a John Deere

Rap, hip-hop and R&B are
genres of music that Jay-Z can
be identified with, but after
a press conference on March
24, the 17-time Grammy winner will be adding a new genre
to his repertoire: country. Jay
announced to a crowd of hundreds of reporters on Sunday
that he was “branching out
and trying something new.”
The “99 Problems” singer is
best known for his deep, truthful lyrics and A-list collaborations.
Not many artists have successfully transitioned from
one genre of music to another.
Examples include singers like
Lil Wayne who made the transition from rap to rock, or Taylor Swift, from country to pop.
Jay’s debut country album,
Nashville We Go Hard, will

drop this summer.
No exact
date has been set for the album
release, but it is expected to
drop on July 13. Nothing has
been confirmed, but the album
is rumored to feature some of
the biggest names in country
— Tim McGraw, Taylor Swift
and Carrie Underwood.
Jay-Z and his wife Beyoncé
have been friends with Gwyneth Paltrow, who starred in
Country Strong back in 2010.
It’s been reported that Paltrow
is the one who made all of this
possible. She introduced Jay
to Tim McGraw and insisted
the two cut a record together.
Paltrow herself sang in the
movie and had some words of
wisdom for the “Hard Knock
Life” singer.
Paltrow told People Magazine, “I told Jay that country

Regan Elizabeth Brown
Staff Writer

much sums up why critics
think he’s on the pathway to
becoming the next Lindsay
Lohan.
Swift made her grand entrance when she rapped, “So
maybe I haven’t had much
luck with love when it comes
to men/ In the end it’s got nothing to do with you, it’s between
me and them/ Well funny ladies, you think you know me
well/ But the joke is on you as
I get the last word/ Oh, didn’t
you hear about the quote I just
recently heard/ Please let me
tell/ It pretty much says you’ve
each earned yourselves a spot
in hell.”
Swift was not pleased when
Tina Fey and Amy Poehler
made jokes in regards to her
short-lived romances when the
two ladies hosted the Golden
Globes on Jan. 13. It didn’t
help much when late-night
host Chelsea Handler mentioned Swift’s quote in Vanity
Fair, which said, ‘There’s a
special place in hell for women
who don’t help other women.”
Swift and Bieber came together for the chorus where
they let it be known that, “You
got that Hatorade that we
need/ Because it’s your Hatorade that allows us to succeed/
You can keep the jokes and
the rumors that you made/ Because we’re still rich and we’re
still gettin’ paid/ Because your
Hatorade is our Gatorade.”
     The track was fierce and it
definitely sent out the message
that Taylor Swift and Justin
Bieber cannot be broken down
by anyone.

has had nothing but success in
rap. I feel that all of his past
successes will translate over
to his next career move into
country music.
Jay-Z is one of the most
talented musicians alive. His
lyrics are tragic and beautiful.
Every time he takes the stage,
he gives it his all. He has
worked with some of the most
talented artists and has cut
records with the likes of Justin Timberlake, Alicia Keys,
Kanye West and Beyoncé. He
is an incredibly savvy businessman and has a net worth
of nearly $500 million.
Even though the transition from rap to country is a
bit shocking to some, Jay will
bring in the album sales. He
has a loyal following that will
support him no matter what

the record sounds like.
This next album will show
a whole new side to Jay, a side
that most of his fans have yet
to see and are truly anxious to
hear from. I think Jay’s new
album will be incredible and
is something that no one will
ever forget. Like he says in
his hit single, “Public Service
Announcement:” “Allow me to
reintroduce myself, my name
is HOV,” Even though he is
still the same rapper so many
people fell in love with. He is
reintroducing himself as a talented, passionate and driven
country artist.

Bieber and Swift Team Up
For a Rap Duo Attack
Photo courtesy ofaceshowbiz.com

While Taylor Swift’s love
life has become a punch line of
jokes from, poor Justin Bieber
had to deal with not having a
“Bieb-tastic” birthday, being
booed on stage after arriving
late to a concert by his “Beliebers” and being told that
he should check himself into
rehab. Now you might have
expected the “I Knew You
Were Trouble” singer and the
“Beauty and a Beat” singer to
release their own songs vocalizing their thoughts and feelings, but did you ever expect
them to do a duet?
That’s right! While “Bieber fever” is sweeping across
Europe right now, Bieber is
currently in the middle of his
“Believe Tour,” someone on his
behalf uploaded a video on his
YouTube channel containing a
rap track entitled, “Hatorade
Is Our Gatorade” late last
week.
Bieber took the lead in the
first verse in which he paid
homage to the late Amy Winehouse by adding his own twist
on a line from her hit song, “Rehab,” when he rapped, “I just
smoked a little, what damage
could it really do? / Everyone
needs a relaxer here and there
to get them through / But now
they say I’m wild, now they
say I’m bad / And I best be get
to checking myself into rehab/
Now I might still be young,
but here’s what I know/ They
say I should go to rehab, but
I’m sayin’ no, no, no.”
I’m sure everyone remembers the public outrage when
images of the teen pop star
smoking marijuana surfaced
on the internet. Then you
throw in the incident on his
birthday, the times he’s arrived late to the stage and the
fact that he passed out before
one of his shows. That pretty

music was his true passion and
it’s never too late to branch out
and expand his music career.”
Paltrow’s advice worked because the following week, Jay
started recording the first few
songs off of Nashville We Go
Hard.
Over a career spanning
nearly two decades, Jay-Z has
had nothing but success. Sure,
the success wasn’t immediate
when he first started, but it
soon followed. The release of
his first studio album, 1996’s
Reasonable Doubt, put Jay on
the map.
Throughout his career,
Jay has won dozens of awards
and has received an immense
amount of critical acclaim. Jay
has won three American Music Awards, six BET Awards
and nine MTV Awards. He

Bieber and Swift, leaving behind a “Trail of Tears”
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Gym, Tan, Academy Awards
Photo courtesy of mtv.com

Megan Isbitski
Staff Writer

Lesson learned, alcoholism and babies equal Academy Awards.
Although the Academy
Awards have passed us by last
month, rumors are already
swirling about next year’s
nominations. Granted, there
is always speculation around
the fantastic pictures and dedicated actors but there is overwhelming support surrounding one multifaceted team.
The cast of Jersey Shore
goes to undeniable lengths
to provide authenticity to
their roles portraying trashy
guidos and guidettes on this
reality show. Here, their efforts have not gone unnoticed.
Their fan following is cult-ish:
those who tune in week after
week are made speechless by
the raw emotion oozing from
what some would call, “tanned
babes.”
The Academy Awards are
typically a celebration of movies. However, the Academy of

Motion Picture Arts and Sciences has altered the rules
starting in 2014. Councilmember Joe Schmo says, “This has
been the topic of controversy
for quite some time, yet we
have felt that some shows
are more deserving than an
Emmy Award. They deserve
more prestige.”
There will always be mixed
feelings about who deserves
what, and this nomination will
be no different.
Many are upset that the
Academy Awards have decided to allow television shows
to be a part of the ceremony,
especially when they already
have one all their own. The
controversy peaked when the
public learned of the reason
this change was being made:
Jersey Shore.
“Jersey Shore? Really?
Okay, now I know it’s the end

of the world,” says Academy
Awards fan Stephanie Lopez.
Plenty others share her sentiment threatening that if the
Academy Awards continues
this disrespect, they will lose
millions of viewers from tuning in next year.
Yet, there are those who are
delighted to see their favorite
stars finally being honored for
this show, despite book deals,
spin off shows, clothing lines
and endorsements. The Jersey Shore is finally getting the
respect that they deserve and
will begin to be taken seriously as an art form. Loyal fan
Danielle Johnson says, “They
work so hard for everything
they have achieved. The haters are just jealous. ‘GTL’ for
life.”
Others think the controversy is too extreme. “Honestly,
I don’t see the big deal,” says

Mike Fern, a self-proclaimed
fan of the show. “They’re just
having fun, and if you don’t
like them, don’t watch the
show.”
But some moments from
Jersey Shore cannot be denied.
It took sheer courage when
Mike “The Situation” Sorrentino slammed his head into a
wall to scare off his opponent
Ronnie back in season four. In
season three, Nicole “Snooki”
Polizzi was arrested for public intoxication in the middle
of the day. She took her role
to the next level, invoking the
emotion of viewers across the
country and internationally.
Whether you love or hate
the cast of Jersey Shore, you
cannot argue the fact that
they are pure entertainment,
down to the bar fights, drunken escapades and idiotic banter. Whether you think they

deserve an Oscar or a stint in
boot camp to clean up their
act, either way, they’ve got
your attention.
We will just have to stay
tuned in and see if the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences will keep their mentality and lose faithful fans
or if they are committing the
greatest pop culture prank of
all time. The Jersey Shore cast
is infamous and will remain so
even if the Academy Awards
retracts their statement, allowing the cast to be considered. Only time will tell.

Sports
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You Don’t Know Jack

Corey Aron
Staff Writer

Over the last few
years, it has become a common occurrence throughout
sports for there to be labor and
contract disputes. Believe it
or not, right here on campus,
their seems to be a dispute
with Rocky the Red Hawk’s
contract negotiations with the
school.
His contract expires as
of the end of Spring 2013 semester. Now you wouldn’t necessarily think a mascot would
be getting paid, but when it
comes down to it, there’s good
reason that a mascot does get
compensated for their efforts.
Think about it: the
Philadelphia Phillies would
be boring without their Philly
Phanatic jumping on top of
their dugouts. Before the
Washington Nationals were
relevant, the only thing fans
looked forward was their
“Presidents Mascot race” during the 7th inning stretch.
The mascot that ran
for Teddy Roosevelt received
a standing ovation for snapping a 525-game losing streak.
If that doesn’t scream being
a big deal, then I don’t know
what does anymore.
A mascot is more than
just someone sweating in a big
suit while bumping into random things. A mascot is the
image of our school and the
one who attends every major
sporting event to boost our
fan’s morale.
Winter or not, all indications are leaning towards
Rocky flying down south and
leaving his alma mater. Despite the upsetting news, our
school has a backup plan to
ensure that we don’t go mas-

cot-less for next year. Does
anybody remember when our
school used to be called Montclair State College?
Back in the old days,
our school’s mascot was actually a Native American Indian that was derived off of
the MLB’s Cleveland Indians.
We actually called ‘Lenny the
Lenape Indian’ to see if he
would be interested in auditioning for this prestigious
job.
Since it was convenient, we also contacted Yogi
Berra Stadium since they host
the New Jersey Jackals baseball team. If you’ve been to a
game, then you can’t miss their
silly mascot, Jack the Jackal.
We were also going
to ask the flocks of Canadian
geese since they’re all over
campus, but all they seemed
to do was hiss and poop everywhere. We took that as being
a no to our offer. The school
had also contacted construction workers to see their interest, but coincidentally, they’re
busy digging holes and fixing
pipes.
Our choices were narrowed down to Lenny the
Lenape Indian and Jack the
Jackal. You might think that
it sounds silly for mascots to
be asked to audition, but the
Washington Nationals organization has a specific criteria
when they hold auditions in
order to race as a president.
Again, it might sound
easy to be a mascot, but their
suits weigh nearly 45 pounds
which has to be worn for approximately seven hours during a home game.
Another
important
criteria is being able to run in
a heavy suit from center field
to home plate within 40 sec-

Photo courtesy of Corey Aron

Jack the Jackal, current mascot for the New Jersey Jackals, beat out stiff competition from the likes
of Fireman Ed, a giant biscuit and one of the geese from the MSU campus.
onds to show that person is in
shape. Our criteria standards
were a little different.
We ask them to jump
and do tricks on a trampoline.
To test their strength, they
are required to participate in
a rock climbing race. I don’t
know what this next task has
to do with being a mascot, but
they’re also asked to eat a pie
without using their hands.
Lastly, a mascot needs
to be able to boogie, which

means they have to choreograph a 60-second dance piece
to show how they can entertain
their crowds. Throughout this
entire process, they are told
not to speak, because after all,
it’s against mascot rules to be
heard vocally.
After an admirable effort by both mascots, the school
came to a consensus that the
new mascot will be Jack the
Jackal. We took into account
the Jackals baseball schedule,

as their regular season ends
Aug. 30.
Unless
the
team
makes it to the championship
series, it won’t conflict with
our school’s sporting events.
Even if it does, our events are
usually during the day while
the Jackals baseballs games
take place in the evening. You
can put it in the books, because
next year, our schools name
will now become the Montclair
State Jackals!

Red Hawks Come Crashing Down
MSU blinded by science

Nick Verhagen
Sports Editor

Believe it or not, the
womens basketball team is
not as perfect as we were
driven to believe they are.
After extensive research, the
NCAA has come up with evidence that Montclair State
University cheated in every
single one of their games during the 2012-2013 season.
What began as a simple experiment turned into
a slippery slope of scientific
discovery and deception that
would make Space Jam look
plausible.
It all started when,
ironically, the team was doing
their pregame ritual of watching Space Jam while performing black magic and several
types of extremely questionable science experiments.
The team was feeling relatively down before
their first game but, just as
Bill Murray walked onto the
court in glorious fashion,
green smoke filled the locker
room. Amongst the confusion, all that was heard above
the gasps of confusion was a
springing sound and Tobie’s
maniacal laugh as if she had
resurrected
Frankenstein’s
monster.
Finally, after weeks of
practice and a little luck, Tobie had developed the real-life
equivalent to Flubber. Yes, the
green goop from everyone’s
favorite Robin Williams film.
Don’t kid yourself. It was your
favorite.
In that moment, the
team quickly gathered their
shoes in a circle as Tobie went
around spreading the goo
onto their soles like a dainty
British noble spreads jelly
on toast. “We weren’t sure if

Photo courtesy of Sports Information

The Red Hawks celebrating one of their many “wins” from the 2012-2013 season. Montclair State University now awaits what will
become of the record, the team and the program.
it would work but we figured
we’d give it a shot,” said Tobie.
“We never thought we’d get as
carried away as we did.”
After the successful inclusion of the scientific
anomaly, the team began to
brainstorm and concoct other
ways to gain the upper hand
on their opponents. Other
successful attempts included
constructing tiny wheels that
were attached to their shoes
that were tiny enough to not

be seen by any spectator or
official, filling the balls with
Lighter-Than Air, a substance
made by the team that would
help with their three-pointers
and shaving their eyebrows to
reduce wind resistance while
running down the court.
“Technically, we didn’t
break any NCAA rules,” said
coach Karin Harvey. “Nowhere
in the rule book does it say that
defying the laws of science is
illegal.”

Despite having genuine talent and the potential to
achieve the same result with
their own will and strength,
the Red Hawks became comfortable with the way they
were playing and did not see
what was coming from a mile
away.
Once in the national
spotlight, the Red Hawks
knew they had to be extra careful, which they were. Unfortunately, they were not aware

that the NCAA was to provide
uniforms and equipment for
all the teams after the second
round.
After giving it everything they had, the Red Hawks
inevitably fell to the Captains
of Christopher Newport by a
final score of 83-70. The school
still awaits the NCAA’s decision on if and how the school
will be punished for the events
due to the fact that they were
extreme circumstances.
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Brookdale Community College encourages you to

Get Set for Summer!
Three convenient terms:
Summer I Term May 20 - July 1
Summer II Term May 30 - August 8
Summer III Term July 8 - August 17
Open Registration for all three terms
begins March 21, 2013. Check out all our
courses at brookdalecc.edu.
To become a Brookdale Visiting
Student, first apply to Brookdale online.
If you are already a Brookdale Visiting
Student, you may register online as early
as March 21, 2013.

www.brookdalecc.edu

BROOKDALE
Success starts here.
MontclairBCCad.indd 1

3/4/13 1:01 PM
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I WANT YOU
TO SEE YOUR
ADVISOR!

REGISTRATION STARTS
APRIL 8TH !
ĺWESS
ĺStudent Records
ĺAdvisor
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NCAA Anounces New Sport
Mike Panepinto
Staff Writer

MSU Athletics director
Holly Gera announced earlier
this week that Montclair State
University would be adding a
new sport to its Fall Athletics
lineup for 2013.
Montclair is one of the
first schools in the nation to
act upon last week’s NCAA decree that it would be instituting cornhole as a fall varsity
sport beginning with the Fall
2013 semester. The NCAA
will leave it up to its member
schools as to what level teams
they will field: Division I, IAA,
II or III.
While cornhole has
long been offered on many college campuses as a co-ed intramural activity, the NCAA is
mandating that separate male
and female teams be formed
to meet Title IX requirements,
providing for gender equality
of sports offerings and funding.
In a recent interview
with Gera, she stated how excited the University Administration and Athletic Department are to be able to offer a
new fall sport for both men
and women.
She said, “Both the
school administration and the
athletic department strongly
believe that offering this new
sport will draw top-notch student-athletes of both genders
to MSU and could potentially
be the sport that puts us on
the map nationally.”
Gera revealed that the
initial plans for both the mens
and womens cornhole teams
call for starting out on the
NCAA Division III level. She
pointed out “that could change
quickly as MSU is seriously
thinking about making cornhole our first scholarship sport

at the Division I level.”
Carolyn
Garrone,
MSU’s director of Intramurals
and Club Sports, had mixed
emotions regarding the announcement. “I am in conflict
over this,” said Garrone.
“Cornhole has long
been a co-ed intramural activity on many college and university campuses. Here at MSU,
it is extremely popular and is
one of the main staples of our
intramural activity offerings.
I am upset that when we go to
the varsity level, it will no longer be a co-ed activity. However, my spirits are buoyed when
I realize that this could potentially be the sport to give us
national prominence and that
many of the varsity cornhole
players will have come out of
the Intramurals program.”
Gera also indicated
that a search committee has
been formed to find both a
head mens and womens cornhole coach. The respective

coaches would then be expected to hire their own assistant
coaching staff.
“We need to move on
this quickly,” she emphasized.
“It is of the utmost importance to have the new coaching staffs in place before this
semester ends so they can conduct tryouts, select teams and
put summer workouts in place
to prep for their inaugural seasons this fall.”
The news created a
buzz on campus, as many of
the better intramural cornhole
players are looking forward to
trying out and earning a spot
on the first ever mens and womens cornhole teams. Many
student-athletes who indicated their intent to try out
wished to remain anonymous,
so as to not give their competitors a leg up on their plans.
One anonymous veteran cornholer exclaimed,
“Intramural cornhole here at
MSU gets pretty intense. The

Photo courtesy of clevelandmagazine.com.

Above are the dimensions and parameters needed to make an
official NCAA cornhole hole.

Photo courtesy of miraclesportspub.com.

Cornhole originated in Kansas when an Amish settlement would
bet corn on a man’s ability to throw a rock into a hole.

competition is dog-eat-dog, I
don’t want anyone to know
that I’m trying out until they
see me at the sign-up meeting.”
Nick Verhagen, Sports
Editor of The Montclarion is
giddy with anticipation over
covering two new Fall teams in
mens and womens cornhole.
“I can’t wait to go to a
game and report on it. As the
sports editor, I might pull rank
and take dibs on covering this
sport as I know it will become
one of the premier sports in
our athletic program.” said
Verhagen
As a staff writer for
The Montclarion and the
Sports Director for WMSC Radio, I am very excited about
the new sport.
With our new studio, enhanced equipment and
broadcasting capabilities, this
could become the first sport
that we broadcast live over the

radio in a long time. We currently do webcasts for some
sports on a limited basis, but
I’m thinking we have to do the
cornhole games live over the
radio. I’m currently torn between doing the play-by-play
or color. It’s nice that I’ll have
some time to make my decision.
So there you have it,
fellow followers of MSU Red
Hawk Athletics. Mens and
womens cornhole is coming to
your campus for the Fall 2013
semester. We strongly advise
you to read The Montclarion
sports section every week and
to listen to Mike Panepinto’s
“Mike On The Mic” radio show
Wednesday afternoons on
WMSC from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
as we chronicle and update the
formation, assembly, growth
and early history of what will
surely become MSU’s strongest sport on both the male
and female sides.

Womens Baseball Hit Hard by Controversy
Rich Efrus
Staff Writer

The Montclair State
University womens softball
team has just received news
from the NCAA that all of
their wins over the last three
seasons are being revoked.
It was reported that
the team has been doing their
offseason training in Denver to
get used to playing in the high
altitude at MSU. The altitude
in Denver is exactly one mile,
or 5,280 feet, above sea level.
The NCAA said that
training in the high altitude
and air pressure in Denver
gave the team an unfair advantage during the season at
home, where the altitude and
air pressure is higher than any
other place in New Jersey.
Over the last three
seasons the Red Hawks have
posted an impressive 92-39
record. The team was 21-18
during the 2010 season, 27-12
in 2011 and 44-9 in 2012. This
year, the team is already 12-0.
Those wins will be revoked as
well, and the team will not
play any more games while
they are under investigation.
All three seasons were
played under head coach Anita Kubicka. In 2012, the team
was named the New Jersey
Athletic Conference RegularSeason Champions, and they
played in the 2012 NCAA Division III Softball Championship.
It was originally reported that the team trained
in the Swiss Alps, but that was
proven to be a rumor.
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A dirty base, symbolizing the no-longer spotless reputation of Montclair State Softball. It must be true when they say that the bigger
they are, the harder they fall.
There are no baseball
fields in the Alps where the
team could train.
All of the stats for each
player on the team have been
wiped clean as well, since all
of the wins were revoked and
are being counted as invalid.
This scandal puts a
lot of unwanted attention on
Montclair State University
and its athletic department.
The softball team is still under

investigation by the NCAA,
and will be for the next few
years. This is to make sure the
team and program are not doing anything wrong, from recruiting to offseason training
and even during games.
The last three seasons
have been wiped clean and it
is as if the Red Hawks never
even played a game. For the
players and coaches, this is a
devastating blow for all their

hard work and time they put
into the last three seasons to
make the program and team
better.
The Montclair State
University Red Hawks have
built a name for themselves
throughout the state as a top
team. Now they are embarrassed and ashamed after the
news of this scandal broke
out.
Teams that come to

play the Red Hawks at Montclair State University always
seem a little slower and a step
behind the Red Hawks. Over
the past three seasons, the
Red Hawks had a 44-10 record
when playing at home.
The Red Hawks will
have to rebuild and try to save
their reputation by coming out
and playing good, fair softball
when they begin their season
in 2014.
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Who’s Hot
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Jessica Czarnogursky
Feature Editor — The Montclarion
Czarnogursky broke the land-speed record for
driving up to the roof of Car Parc Diem with
a time of 50.34 seconds. She also made three
straight garbage bin jump shots.

Susan Cole
President — MSU
Cole had a phenomenal outing last
week. Cole filed a record 43 forms in
under five minutes. More impressively,
she did it while her foot was asleep.

All The Time

Game of the Week

Womens Kickball
vs. The Rockettes
March 30, 3:30 p.m.

MSU will open up its season with
the long-awaited exhibition match
against last year’s World Kickball
Champions.
For updates, check out:
w w w. m o n t c l a i r a t h l e t i c s. c o m
and follow
@TheMontclarion on Twitter

Who’s Hot

Rashard Bradshaw
Arts Editor — The Montclarion
Bradshaw wrote two 1000-word essays in the
span of two hours and managed to get an A on
both. Bradshaw followed them up by stacking
six quarters on their sides.

Rocky Red Hawk
Mascot — MSU
Rocky attended every sporting event
last week and recorded 15 cartwheels,
five back hand-springs, one somersault
and three jumping splits.

All The Time

Game of the Week

Mens Flag Football
vs. New York Giants
March 30, 12 p.m.

Uhm... the Red Hawks are going
to try very hard and that’s all that
counts, right?
For updates, check out:
w w w. m o n t c l a i r a t h l e t i c s. c o m
and follow
@TheMontclarion on Twitter

Sports
You Don’t Know Jack
P.23

Check out
Montclairathletics.com
for schedules and
statistics

Womens Baseball Hit
Hard by Controversy
P. 26
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Full Monty: A Knight’s Tail
Nick Verhagen
Sports Editor

When I say “Montclair
State University,” what comes
to mind? Is it the geese? Susan
Cole? The horrible parking?
Our glorious mascot, the Red
Hawk?
If none of those come
to mind, you clearly have not
experienced the fundamental
basics of our fine university’s
heart and soul.
I’m not talking about
the Red Hawk Diner, the
Rathskeller or the secret clubhouse behind the amphitheater. I’m talking about the
Monty Hawkins.
“But Nick, who is
that?” Well, I’ll tell you right
after I ask a question of my
own. How do you not know of
Monty Hawkins, MSU’s number-one super fan?
I am here, today, to
share with you the tale of
Monty Hawkins, the man behind not only the Red Hawk,
but also the school’s motto of
“Carpe Diem.”
Monty Hawkins was
born Sir Isaac Montresor
Hawkins, older brother to
Foo Fighters drummer Taylor
Hawkins. Yes, he was born a
knight.
On an expedition to Las
Vegas, a nomadic fortune teller shared with the Queen, the
prophecy of a man that would
bring pride and power to all

in his presence. Upon further
investigation, she came across
the Hawkins family and, after
single-handedly delivering the
baby, she knighted him.
Hawkins lived a simple life in rural Alaska where
he would hunt wolverines on
a daily basis and wore mammoth pelts to stay warm. In
his spare time, he would play
the locally-known game of Ignis Caedebat, which translates
to “Fire Slap.”
Knowing he had conquered all of the Alaskan tundra, Hawkins grew tired of his
home and convinced his parents that he was ready for college at the ripe age of 14.
Not knowing whether
to attend Harvard, Michigan,
Oxford, Smithington State, he
decided to fall into a deep existential state where he would
meditate and find where fate
and the gods wanted him to attend.
Upon waking from his
120-hour slumber, Hawkins
packed his things and began
the physically taxing journey
towards his goal. After completing the 1,974-hour trek in
only 14 days, Hawkins set his
eyes on the majestic peak that
is Montclair State. Due to his
transcendence of simple human interaction and that he
was only 14, Hawkins found
himself alone most days.
Knowing he was meant
for something greater, he continued to search for his calling.
Thinking it was in academics,
Hawkins made several at-

Some students claim to have seen Hawkins wearing a red hawk mask and black and red clothing
to hide his identity.
tempts at multiple majors, but
found them all unappealing
and too easy.
One day, while walking back to his dorm, he stumbled upon the school rugby
team practicing in the quad.
In that moment, he was hit by
a shocking revelation. He was
destined to be the greatest fan
of all time.
On that day, Hawkins
changed his name to Monty
and vowed that he would rally Montclair State and make
them the collegiate equivalent of the Mongol Empire,
with him being their Genghis
Khan.
The next day, he
stormed into Susan Cole’s office, demanded a high five
and then and there explained
to her that he was chosen by

a superior being to lead this
school to greatness.
Shocked by the confidence and poise of Hawkins,
Cole immediately declared that
the school’s new mascot would
be the Red Hawk in honor of
Hawkins and the red-hot flare
that eminated from him when
he told Cole to “seize the day.”
The meeting also became MSU’s motto to act as a
constant reminder to students
that Montclair State will continue to grow to new heights.
“I couldn’t believe it,”
said Cole. “As soon as our
palms touched, he grew a
beard and appeared as a mix
of Bruce Lee and Chuck Norris. It was almost as if I was
in a trance. His pure essence
is enough to make the most
fearful of warriors cower and
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Hawkins was the inspiration for the title of the famous boxer
flick “Rocky”.

shrink to mere shells of their
former selves.”
Since 1989, Hawkins has attended every single
MSU sporting event. How? Nobody knows. What we do know
is that he has never been to a
losing game and, when he is
not in attendance, MSU sports
teams have a 42 percent win
rate.
Some believe he is a
higher being, while others believe he is more of a Minnie
Pearl-type character.
More interesting than
the most interesting man alive
and more mysterious than Big
Foot and the Loch Ness Monster combined, he isn’t the
fan this school deserves, but
the fan it needs. He is a silent
guardian, a watchful protector, a red knight.
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